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FLOW CONTROL INNOVATION

Rotork - over 50 years at the leading edge of actuation technology
• Linear and quarter-turn actuators to automate control valves
• High performance, continuous unrestricted modulation duty - S9
• High resolution and repeatability • Non-intrusive BluetoothTM setup and adjustment
• Rugged construction - double-sealed to prevent water and dust ingress even during site wiring
• Watertight IP68 and explosionproof enclosures • Comprehensive datalogging
• Bus system remote control and status reporting.
• Single-phase or direct current power supplies • Linear drive action (CVL models) • Quarter-turn drive action (CVQ models)
• On-board datalogger included as standard • BluetoothTM compatible for local setup / control and diagnostics
• Accurate and repeatable positional control using 4-20 mA signal • Digital communication options include HART®, Profibus and
Foundation Fieldbus • Direct torque / thrust measurement for protection and monitoring • Scalable control input characterisation
• Configurable fail-to-position option using supercapacitor technology.

Rotork worldwide. 87 countries. 15 manufacturing plants. 279 offices and agents

visit www.rotork.com for your local agent
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BVAA® and VALVEuser® are registered
trademarks.

DISCLAIMER

The publishers endeavour to ensure the
accuracy of the contents of VALVEuser.
However, the publishers do not warrant
the accuracy and completeness of
the material in VALVEuser and cannot
accept responsibility for any error and
subsequent claims made by any third
parties. The contents of VALVEuser
should not be construed as professional
advice and the publishers disclaim liability
for any loss, howsoever caused, arising
directly or indirectly from reliance on the
information in VALVEuser.

COPYRIGHT

All rights reserved. All material (including
without limitation photographs) in
VALVEuser, unless clearly indicated to
the contrary, may not be reproduced
in any format and in any circumstances
without the prior written consent of the
publishers.
Editor: Rob Bartlett FIAM
rob@bvaa.org.uk

BVAA Ltd

9 Manor Park, Banbury
Oxon. OX16 3TB (UK)
Tel: (0)1295 221270
Fax: (0)1295 268965
Email: enquiry@bvaa.org.uk
Web: www.bvaa.org.uk
VALVEuser® is a controlled circulation
magazine, free of charge to genuine users
of valves, actuators and related products
and at the discretion of BVAA Ltd.
Cover: 2400mm Nominal Diameter eTec
Butterfly Valve Under Performance Test.

Did you know?
As well as a printed copy,
VALVEuser
magazine
is
also available as an email
attachment,
and
as
a
download
from
BVAA’s
website, www.bvaa.org.uk
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‘May you live in interesting times’ is
purported to be an ancient Chinese
curse, or perhaps a proverb,
depending upon who’s theories
you subscribe to. Either way it
generally means that quieter,
less chaotic times are generally
more desirable.
In the space of a few short months we
have seen a number of destabilising events
across the globe. There was the most
terrible earthquake and tsunami ever seen by BVAA Director, Rob Bartlett
in Japan, to be followed by a horrendous
situation with regard to the Fukushima nuclear power plant, re-graded
as the maximum ‘7’ in terms of seriousness. Our thoughts are with all
those affected and especially, at this time, with all those working bravely
to resolve the situation.
Elsewhere across the Middle East and North Africa there are ongoing
problems, described as the ‘Arab Spring’ by some, but however titled the
situation will do much to make life uncertain for a while in the region’s oil
and gas markets, even with a rising oil price.
And when oil prices rise, ‘new nuclear’ inevitably comes under the spotlight
again. But with Fukushima now spreading new doubts, the situation is
much changed, less certain, indeed ‘interesting’. The rising demand for
energy remains however, and like it or not there are 450 nuclear power
plants in existence across the globe. That ‘cat is already out of the bag’
to coin an English phrase.
Here in the UK we desperately need new nuclear, and we need it soon,
before existing, outdated power plants go offline. We elect politicians to
be our leaders – it’s now time for them to show true leadership on the
issue, to trust our highly competent engineers with their modern, fail-safe
designs, and to start the process of new build without delay.
This issue of Valve User includes a wide variety of articles from our many
members – we hope you find it ‘interesting’ within the modern meaning!

STOP PRESS!
We are delighted to report that a
new ‘Valve User Forum’ has recently
been launched via the businessorientated social networking site,
Linked In. Such was the interest
in this new forum, we recruited
250 members in the space of two
weeks! A forum totally dedicated to
users of valves and actuators is long
overdue and we hope readers of the
magazine will sign up to utilise this
important industry resource.
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News
Mad Hatters

How far can you go wearing a BVAA Hat?
Princes of Wales are highly topical at the moment, so
here Rob Bartlett is pictured wearing a BVAA hat at
the castle where investitures take place – but do you
know where it is? There’s £50 to the charity of your
choice if you are the first to identify it. Answers to
rob@bvaa.org.uk
BVAA Hats are free to anyone who would like to send
us a photo of themselves wearing one, somewhere in
the world. Contact karen@bvaa.org.uk

Wearing the BVAA Hat, Peter O’Reilly of Thompson
Valves recently cycled 100 miles from Leicestershire
(Neville Holt) to the East Coast (Burnham Deepdale)
to raise money for the Teenage Cancer Trust. BVAA
was delighted to donate £50 to this worthy cause.

AGM at Coombe Abbey
On 23rd September 2011, BVAA members will
reconvene for our 72nd Annual General Meeting. This
year the venue will be the stunning Coombe Abbey
near Coventry, one of the region’s best kept secrets!
There will be the usual top class fayre and cabaret at
the Dinner Dance, but this year we are ringing the
changes with a Medieval Banquet, as befits this venue’s
unique period atmosphere! Spaces are limited so we
recommend booking early to avoid disappointment
Note: attendance is restricted to BVAA Members only.

Coombe Abbey – a stunning venue.

BVAA at Valve World 2012
Plans are at an advanced stage for a BVAA Group Stand
at Valve World 2012. Working closely with Dusseldorf
Messe, Platform Europe and Show Carriage, BVAA
will take a small number of BVAA members to the
show, providing a fully managed stand with its
own central hospitality area. Places are limited
and will be assigned to BVAA members on a ‘first
come, first served’ basis. For further details contact
rob@bvaa.org.uk
Note: This service is only available to companies who
are full members of the BVAA.
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The proposed Group Stand at Valve World.

Actuator Co-operation
at BVAA

Executive
and Yorkshire
Regional Meeting

BVAA and BSI Actuator experts

On 8th March, BVAA hosted a joint meeting of the
BVAA and BSI Actuators WGs at BVAA HQ, Banbury
(UK). Important changes are being proposed to the
mounting interface standards ISO 5210 and 5211, and
this gave an opportunity for the combined groups to
develop a fully-agreed UK position on the proposals.
Combined meetings of this type have a common
agenda and save both organisations time, and also
ensure members only have to attend a single meeting
on the topics. A similar arrangement for Valves WGs
was utilised in December 2010.

BVAA Executive at Wood Hall

On 14/15 March, the BVAA Yorkshire Regional Meeting
took place in conjunction with a regular meeting of
the BVAA Executive Committee. Always popular,
these dinners are a welcome social event on the BVAA
calendar. As well as the usual important business of
managing the association’s activities, members also
received a presentation on the group stand proposal
for Valve World 2012.

Like a Free
Users’ Manual?
Just sign up for a BVAA Training Course! From May
2011 onwards, BVAA will be issuing every BVAA
course attendee with a free copy of the latest, 6th
Edition Valve & Actuator Users’ Manual. The industry
‘bible’ for nearly 50 years, this latest, greatly extended
edition has been extensively re-written and updated
to full colour throughout. For more information see
www.bvaa.org.uk/usermanual.asp

Marketing at BVAA HQ
BVAA’s Marketing Committee
On 5th April 2010 BVAA hosted another meeting of
the association’s Marketing Committee at our Banbury
offices. The marketing function of the BVAA has grown
massively in recent years, and developing a service

that caters to all the various shapes and sizes of BVAA
member presents some challenges. Nevertheless we
have the occasional great idea – such as Valve User
magazine for example!
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More New Members!

Richard Bonas of John Clark Valves

Gordon Cunliffe and Barry Williams of Alpha Controls

Vince Wheeler of ARC Energy Resources receives his BVAA
Member plaque from BVAA Director Rob Bartlett

Julian Apperly of CeeVee Ltd
Paul Ward, Moss Group Automation

Other new members include...

Sipos Aktorik

Robert
Cort Ltd

8

CPI Systems

Mogas

Flowstream
International
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3B Controls Ltd

San Precision
Engineering Ltd

Bill Brach of Ultravalve

All days may not
be this perfect.
That’s why our products are engineered
for the harshest environments.

Pressure Relief Valves
Triple Offset and High
Performance Butterfly Valves
In-House Automation &
Control Specialists
Asset Management and
Valve Repair Service

Two great companies. One convenient location. Over a century of service combined.
Curtiss Wright Flow Control UK, Ltd. provides product and service solutions that
transform the way our customers work. Solent & Pratt redefines the boundaries of
isolation and butterfly control valves in design and performance. Farris Engineering
sets the standard, offering pressure relief valves and PRV management solutions
that support a facility’s entire lifecycle. From our premier facilities located in the UK
and globally, we can manufacture, set and test valves for critical service needs.

For more information visit us on the web at http://farris.cwfc.com or http://solentpratt.cwfc.com
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Adanac Midlands Opens Its Doors
Adanac have recently marked
the opening of Midlands Sales
office. After continued growth
and investment, it was seen as
a necessary step for Adanac to
have a Midlands base from which
the external sales team can
operate. Headed by Business
Development Manager Steve
Busby and based in Cannock,
Staffordshire, the Midlands
Sales Office provides the perfect
location for the external sales
team, with excellent access to
all of the major motorways
and rail networks, and only
30 minutes from Birmingham
International Airport.

BVAA’s Rob Bartlett and the Adanac team open the new sales office

Since the company was founded in 1986, Adanac has
recognised the importance of customer satisfaction
and service. Over the years Adanac has managed to
forge excellent business relationships with a large
number of the world’s best known and respected

focusing on valve modification and testing, we are
now beginning to develop our supply of ‘standard’
valve product to customers worldwide. This service
perfectly complements our ability to fulfil short lead
time requirements, such as the supply of Cryogenic
valves or heating jackets, and highlights Adanac’s
capability to provide a ‘one stop shop’ service. The
products and services offered by Adanac, coupled with
the vast knowledge and experience of our Technical,
Quality, Design and Sales staff, leave customers safe in
the knowledge that Adanac can comfortably manage
enquiries of all sizes, and have the experience and
ability to correctly interpret valve specifications. The
opening of this new office gives Adanac the scope to
further increase our focus on product development
and ensure sustained growth of our business.

Rob Bartlett hands Steve Busby a BVAA Member plaque
for the new office

valve manufacturers, valve stockists, OEMs, and end
users across the globe. This is largely based upon our
commitment to supply quality product, coupled with
excellent customer service. This commitment has
prompted the opening of the Midlands Sales Office,
from where Adanac are able to offer ‘face to face’
technical assistance and support to our customers, at
any location across the UK, and indeed worldwide.
In recent years, Adanac has seen its product and
services portfolio expand significantly. Previously
10
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Adanac Valve Specialities Limited
Suite 1, Unit 5
Ash Park
Hyssop Close
Cannock, Staffs, WS11 7XA
Tel: +44 (0) 1543 578738
Fax: +44 (0) 870 7066430
Mob: +44 (0) 7733 220673
Email: midlands@adanac.co.uk
Website: www.adanac.co.uk

Pumps Valves Systems
n

n

KSB Valves - Best under pressure
Valves for industrial applications
As a leading supplier of pumps, valves and systems, KSB provide efficient and reliable solutions to the
challenges of fluid transport.
KSB’s diverse range of valves deliver high performance in all market sectors, in water and waste, chemical and
petrochemical, in building services and utility power stations, managing extreme temperatures, high pressures
and aggressive fluids providing complete reliability.
Whatever the pressure, KSB will keep you in control.
KSB Limited n 2 Cotton Way n Loughborough n Leicestershire n LE11 5TF n 01509 231872 n www.ksb.com
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ASCO Numatics
New Catalogue
ASCO Numatics new catalogue covers
pilot valves and systems for the
process industry

Industry welcomes Office
for Nuclear Regulation
The UK Nuclear Industry has
warmly welcomed the Government’s
announcement of the creation of
an independent Office for Nuclear
Regulation (ONR).

ASCO Numatics new 488
page catalogue covers
pilot valves and systems
for the process industry
Keith Parker, Chief Executive
of the NIA

World leader ASCO Numatics had announced a major
new catalogue covering its comprehensive range of
pilot valves and systems for the process industry. The
binder style catalogue provides a wealth of information
on valve solutions from high flow to low power, from
direct mount Namur to safety shutdown systems.
The new catalogue gives information on international
standards and approvals, along with technical
specifications for a wide range of 3/2, 4/2, 5/2 and
5/3 solenoid valves. ASCO Numatics solenoid valves
are noted for their highly reliable operation and their
valve manifolds will interface with all major protocols
including DeviceNet, Profibus DP, Ethernet/IP, Profinet,
etc.
The 488 page binder is divided into 14 chapters
with the introductory section covering the basics of
solenoid pilot valve technology. Within the product
pages, solenoid valves are broken down into easyto-source sections each covering the features,
material and electrical characteristics, ATEX / IECEX
/ SIL solenoid specifications, metric dimensions and
ordering information.
The new ASCO Numatics catalogue can be viewed online
at www.asco-process-scope.com/pdf_catalogue.php
or you can register at www.asco-process-scope.com/
signup.php to receive your free copy.

ASCO Numatics Ltd
Tel: 01695 713600
www.asconumatics.co.uk
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Keith Parker, chief executive of the Nuclear Industry
Association commented:
“We believe it is vital if the UK is to deal effectively
with the new challenges resulting from the new build
programme and our growing decommissioning and
nuclear legacy activities.” The NIA represents some
250 nuclear companies and 53,000 nuclear workers in
the UK and has backed reform of the regulator and the
creation of a Statutory Corporation.
“We would urge the government to bring forward the
necessary legislation in a timely manner to ensure
creation of the Office for Nuclear Regulation in its final
format as quickly as possible. The industry supports
this move on the grounds that it would deliver a
forward-looking organisation with clear lines of
accountability and independence required for worldclass regulation at such a critical time for the UK’s
nuclear industry,” added Mr. Parker.
The NIA’s views were backed by Alan Brandwood,
Chair of the Safety Directors Forum - a forum for
senior executives from the UK’s operational nuclear
companies. Mr Brandwood commented: “Whilst we
look forward to seeing the detail, the Government is to
be congratulated on taking this important step towards
creating a modern, effective, sustainable and efficient
regulator for the nuclear industry. A consolidation
of responsibility for much of the safety and security
regulation in one independent, statutory body will
provide clarity and certainty for the industry while at
the same time giving the general public confidence
that the sector is being properly scrutinised.”
He added: “The industry has shown its support for the
new proposals by agreeing to take on the extra costs
associated with them and we look forward to working
with Government to see them fully implemented in the
very near future.”
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AUMA Production
Manager Celebrates
25 Years Service
Production Manager for AUMA’s UK
subsidiary, Jim Mills, has celebrated 25
years working for the manufacturer of
modular electric actuators. Company
growth over the last quarter century
includes a tripling of AUMA Actuator
Ltd’s workforce to a current total of 30
members of staff.

Jim Mills marks 25 years working for AUMA actuators

With a strong engineering and technical college
background, including an apprenticeship, Jim
progressed from sales/contract duties at AUMA UK
to responsibility for implementation of a Quality
Management system in 1993.
Developing work practices and procedures for the
company’s quality system have been pivotal to Jim’s
career and resulted in AUMA UK achieving BS 5750:
he remains keenly interested in quality matters and
is responsible for the company retaining its various
approvals, which are now to ISO 9001:2008.
In his current role, Jim oversees all production activities
including actuator build and sub assembly at AUMA
UK’s new premises in the South West of England.

Auma Actuators Ltd
Tel: 01275 871141
Website: www.auma.com
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PPE’s Taste
and Taint Free
Elastomer Seal
Taste and taint
free, the new
sealing material
for potable water
from
Precision
P o l y m e r
Engineering
(PPE), a unit
of IDEX Corp.,
meets the Water
Regulations
Advisory Scheme
(WRAS)
BS
6920 taint taste
Taste and taint free PPE sealing
requirements
elastomer for potable water
for cold and hot
water use (up to 85°C). Called E73D, the peroxidecured Ethylene Propylene Terpolymer (EPDM)
elastomer is suitable for use in all types of potable
water applications also requiring KTW D1/D2, DVGW
W-270 D1/D2, NSF/ ANSI 61, ACS XP P 41-250
drinking water regulation compliance.
E73D offers outstanding resistance to water, steam
and cleaning agents between -30°C (+22°F) and
+150°C (+302°F). It is available in any sized O-ring
(fully moulded up to 2.5m/8ft internal diameter),
gaskets, hygienic and sanitary couplings, pipe
connectors, valves, as well as custom seals for pumps,
valves, metering equipment and water fittings.
“Many existing WRAS elastomers whose approvals have
expired are failing the taste and taint test introduced
with BS6920, and so their approval is not renewed.
The E73D EPDM material meets the taste and taint
WRAS requirements together with major European
and US water regulations and is approved until July
2012,” says David Holt, new business director, PPE.
In addition to E73D, PPE also supplies WRAScompliant, V70Q fluoroelastomer for potable water
applications and FDA, USP Class VI & 3A compliant
materials for food and pharmaceutical applications.

Precision Polymer Engineering
Tel: 01254 295400
Website: www.prepol.com
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Renowned for Safety, Quality & Reliability.

The STEWARTS group of companies has been in existence since 1870 and over the years established
and maintained a reputaƟon for innovaƟon and the manufacture of technically advanced high
quality products.
0 m²) manufacturing
At our producƟon facility located near Glasgow, Scotland, our 42,000 Sq Ft (4,000
plant features the latest state of the art 3d design, CNC machinery and manufacturing
uring techniques.
Our products are manufactured to meet the CE marking requirements of
P.E.R. 1999 and P.E.D. 97/93/EC together with our ISO 9001 approval.
We have one of the most comprehensive selecƟons of
ailable from
pressure and temperature instrumentaƟon, valves, manifolds and accessories available
one manufacturer and are always pleased to discuss and advise on the
design and construcƟon of special applicaƟons.
Our main markets include, but are not limited to:
Oil and Petrochemical
Gas and Compressed Air
Power GeneraƟon
OEM
Food and Beverage
Hydraulic
HeaƟng and VenƟlaƟon
Test and InspecƟon
Manufacturing Process

Model - BVP
ble Block & Bleed Valve
Flanged Double
(Ball, Needle, Ball)
With SWIVEMAS®
CLOSE COUPLE SYSTEM

One of our recent innovaƟons is the
STEWARTS - SWIVEMAS ® CLOSE COUPLE SYSTEM
Helping the oil and gas industry, power staƟons and process plants to
Reduce leak paths from 3 to 1 thereby reducing potenƟal fugiƟve emissions,
in accordance with the EU’s IPPC DirecƟve 2008/1/EC

Contact Us

Tel:- +44 (0)1236 821533
Fax:- +44 (0)1236 824090
Email:- sales@stewarts-group.com
Web:- www.stewarts-group.com

Updated Cee Vee!

The Högfors Flexible Machining System

Cee Vee Ltd recently joined the BVAA,
and already has some exciting news
regarding one of their major suppliers.

reliable service over an extended life, normally 25~30
years. Markets for this type of valve include Russia
and China where pipeline size is frequently over one
metre in diameter.

Cee Vee is the UK distributor for Finnish valve
manufacturer Högfors, who have recently expanded
their capability with a move to a new factory in
Salo, Finland.

The paper industry also has very demanding
applications with regard to shut off and control,
and Högfors products perform very reliably in these
difficult environments.

The new factory houses a latest generation five axis
Flexible Machining Centre, a machine which is capable
of producing very sophisticated new products and
which has the capacity to produce six times the output
of the previous facility.
Cee Vee Director Doug Parnell explains, ‘Högfors was
a family owned company producing valves for district
heating/cooling and the paper industry. The company
was bought in 2007 by Primaca, a Finnish industrial
group, which has made significant investments to
provide Högfors with the facilities and staff to explore
new markets.’
‘Today the new factory is possibly the most advanced
valve manufacturing facility in the world. At over
60 metres in length, the Högfors Flexible Machining
System can simultaneously machine the valve body and
the internal components, to extremely high levels of
accuracy. The fully finished machined parts leave the
system ready for assembly, testing and painting, prior
to despatch. The whole operation is completed in a
fraction of the time taken using traditional machines.’
District heating installations are typically buried
underground and use metal seated valves to provide
16
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‘Högfors are experts in metal seated valves, in
sizes from 25mm to 1400mm, and their current
range includes ball, V port ball sector and butterfly
valves in carbon and stainless steel’ said Doug.
‘All valve types are available with a PTFE seat if
the duty demands a soft seating.’
He concluded ‘The investment made by Primaca
during these turbulent times has positioned
Högfors perfectly for the economic recovery, and
we are delighted to represent them here in the
UK. New products complying with international
standards are in development, which will broaden
the company’s customer profile to include energy
based industries, including oil & gas. The new Salo
facility is capable of producing quality products
at competitive prices and with rapid deliveries for
many years to come!’
Based in the Cotswolds, CeeVee also supply
Regmatic Actuators, Schlesinger Bursting Discs,
and also manufacture their own range of ‘CV3’
switchboxes.

2012

Turn it on !

8th Biennial Valve World Conference & Exhibition

Düsseldorf, Germany
27–29 November 2012
The Valve World Expo presents continual growth,
outstanding innovations and the highest level of
technology at the Düsseldorf location again in 2012.
Valves and the entire palette of accessories, as well
as the preceding and succeeding technologies take
centre stage. The Valve World Conference, as the
most important event of the industry, analyses the
future of the markets against the background of fascinating developments and scientiﬁc evaluations.
Turn it on! Again in Düsseldorf.
Sponsored by:

www.valveworldexpo.com
Simply use the QR-Code Reader of your camera phone
to get more information about VALVE WORLD EXPO

CeeVee

Tel: 01453 821666
Website: www.cee-vee.co.uk
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Rotork’s Automation Project
Valve automation delivers centralised monitoring and control to pipeline network
for linear valves or a worm gearbox for quarter-turn
valves. The actuators on this project are designed to
operate from stored nitrogen tanks, sized for three
valve cycles. Three operating modes are available:
•
•
•

Rotork’s twin power multi-turn actuator

A programme of valve motorisation is a central feature
of an extensive automation project that will obtain,
store and process data in real time from a network of
liquid hydrocarbon product pipelines in Latin America.
The project is installing a SCADA control system for
the integration, monitoring and control of valves at
more than 100 refining product, storage and injection
sites on over 2500 kilometres of pipeline. Unlike
oil pipelines that transport only crude oil, product
pipelines such as these transport a range of liquid
hydrocarbons.
The project includes the necessity to replace manual
gearboxes with actuators on over one hundred mostly
remotely sited valves. The actuator specification
demanded a self-contained design, suitable for
remote, exposed locations with only limited electric
power availability.
Further constraints of the
specification included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Self-locking drive mechanism to prevent valve
positional drifting
Permanent lubrication
Adjustable speed control
Manual operation
Low gas consumption
Operation available from stored gas energy source
Compact overall dimensions

Remote control via a solenoid valve and stored
nitrogen gas
Local control via manual pushbuttons and stored
nitrogen gas
Local manual operation via a hand crank

The electrical supply requirement is 12Vdc or 24Vdc,
facilitating solar/wind powered renewable energy
battery operation in remote locations. The actuators
are supplied with an environmentally protected
stainless steel control cabinet containing Local/
Remote/Manual selectors, open/close pushbuttons,
solenoid valves, manifold blocks, flow control valves,
limit switches and electrical terminals.
The new Rotork actuators and those already installed
on the pipeline network will provide a vital role in
the operation of the new SCADA system, which will
yield greater security in the operation of facilities and
mitigate risks for personnel, local communities and
the environment.
The system is designed to centralise the monitoring
of all operational variables, including pressure,
temperature and fluid composition, all of which
are significant factors in the transport, storage and
distribution of liquid hydrocarbons.
In addition to increasing the security of operations,
the integration of product storage field equipment
is expected to improve efficiency and reliability by
optimising the management of operational data and
information. The SCADA system will make it possible
to obtain, store and process data from geographically
dispersed areas, in real time, to ensure the timely
delivery of crude oil required by refining centres and
the refined products needed to meet the demands
of distribution and marketing centres. This would
not be possible without the ability of self-contained
actuators to operate valves in remote locations
and communicate their activity and status to the
centralised control system.

After reviewing the available technologies, Rotork’s
engineering department has been able to select
the best solution with a standard product from the
company’s fluid power actuation portfolio.
The twin power is a self-contained multi-turn actuator,
operated either pneumatically or hydraulically. The
mechanical design is based on either a bevel gearbox
18
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Rotork Fluid Systems
Tel: 0113 205 7223
Website: www.rotork.com

If you’ve paid for automatic control valves,
none of your loops should have to be in manual mode.
There must be a better way.

Loops in manual mode due to poor-performing rotary valves require constant operator
attention and can adversely affect process efficiency. You can expect better control
from the Fisher® Control-Disk™ valve from Emerson. With double the control range, the
Control-Disk valve allows control closer to the target set point, regardless of process
disturbances. So, you can keep your loop in automatic mode. With low maintenance
requirements and quick delivery, it’s time to put a Control-Disk valve in your loop. Visit
www.Fisher.com/bettercontrol to watch an animation video or download a brochure.

The Emerson logo is a trademark and service mark of Emerson Electric Co. © 2011 Fisher Controls International LLC
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Flowserve ValveSight available
for Limitorque actuators
Flowserve have recently announced the release
of Flowserve ValveSight™ for the Limitorque MX/
QX family of smart electric actuators. ValveSight
for Limitorque provides enhanced diagnostic and
graphical user interface features for facilities using
the Foundation Fieldbus protocol for their digital
communication networks.
The Limitorque MX and QX use ValveSight to monitor
the status, alarms and health of the valve actuator.
Embedded predictive diagnostics provide advanced
warning of pending problems, helping reduce
operational costs associated with unscheduled plant
shutdowns and loss of productivity. Additional value
is realized by a reduction in commissioning time and a
greater visibility into overall valve performance.
“Industrial Foundation Fieldbus applications gain
the flexibility of using standard function blocks,
linked within various manufacturers’ field devices to
incorporate a distributed control strategy uniquely
tailored to the user,” said Scott Wilkerson, product
portfolio manager, host integration, Flowserve Flow
Control Division. “ValveSight for Limitorque actuators
embraces our customer’s distributed control strategy
Abacus Advert.qxp
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by providing an enriched graphical user interface so
plant operators can continually monitor the actuator’s
health by way of its Built-In-Self-Test feature.”
With ValveSight for the Limitorque MX/QX, plant
operators can fine tune their process control through
the use of a Proportional-Integral-Derivative function
block. Plant maintenance personnel also benefit from
a graphical diagnostic tool set that offers a proactive
service approach to Partial Stroke Testing, Travel
Histogram, Data/Operational Logging, and LimiGard
TM circuit protection.
Flowserve ValveSight for Limitorque is certified by
the FDT Group and is now available for download at
www.flowserve.com.

Flowserve Flow Control
Tel: 01444 314400
Website: www.flowserve.com
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After 20 years in wafer check valve design and manufacture we know
how to make good ideas flow into great engineering solutions.
Our retainerless twin plated unit eliminates potential leakage
paths and offers non-slam characteristics and an
uninterrupted flange sealing face. Wherever liquid or gas
flows you will find our products at work.

www.abacusvalves.com • sales@abacusvalves.com • Tel: +44 (0)1505 681777 • Fax: +44 (0)1505 683999
Block 4,RiversidePlace,Paddockholm Industrial Estate, Kilbirnie, Ayrshire, KA25 7EW
Sprung Disc, Twin Plate and Swing Type wafer check valves for every industry and engineering need
in all sizes, materials and pressure ratings
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NEW!

Saunders®XA
Ultimate Series Diaphragm
For Industrial Applications

Improved handling of
chemically aggressive slurries


Maximized rebound resilience, leading to improved
erosion resistance while maintaining the same high level of
chemical resistance as previous Saunders EP and butylbased diaphragms.



Enhanced flex life, resulting in reduced down time and
improved productivity, thereby equating to a lower cost of
ownership.



Leak Free* [in accordance with the standards MSS SP-88
and BS EN 12266-1]

www.cranechempharma.com
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Emerson enhances Fisher
GX Control Valve Range

®

Emerson enhances Fisher®
GX Control valve range,
making it suitable for wider
range of applications
Severe service trim
capabilities, cryogenic
construction and a PSA
version added to the general
purpose valve range.
Emerson
announces
several
new
®
capabilities for the Fisher GX control
valve and actuator system range which
make it suitable for a wider range of
applications. These include the addition
of a Whisper Trim™ III low noise trim
and an anti cavitation trim, making the
valve system suitable for severe service
applications. There is also a cryogenic
version which enables use down to
-196ºC and a design specifically for use in
Pressure Swing Adsorption (PSA) skids.
To verify cycle life, the PSA design has
been successfully tested to withstand
over 1 million high speed cycles.
“The GX valve system has been particularly well received
by our customers, and these new options make it even
more versatile,” said Praf Patel, Emerson’s European
Business Unit Manager for sliding stem valves.
“In particular, our customers have said they value
the high performance of the overall package – which
includes the valve, the actuator and the digital
positioner – because of its positive impact on loop and
plant performance.”
The GX is a compact and rugged globe-style valve
system that can control a wide range of process liquids,
gasses and vapours. Operations and maintenance
savings are delivered through the use of standardised
constructions and the predictive diagnostics and
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Emerson announces new capabilities for the Fisher® GX
control valve and actuator system range

performance advantage of the integrally mounted
Fisher FIELDVUE® DVC2000 digital valve controller.
Even the cryogenic and PSA designs, which are both
arduous applications, use mainly standard parts. This
enables industry-leading delivery times for these
valves of just three weeks ex works. Valves with a
range of standard options are available in one week.

Emerson Process Management
Tel: 0870 240 1978
Website: www.emersonprocess.co.uk

ActuAted SolutionS ltd
Valve Automation Specialists

ActuAted SolutionS
FoR YouR induStRY

Actuated Solutions is the UK’s leading independent
supplier of valve automation products. With an in
depth knowledge of our products, our customers’
requirements and our commitment to quality we
provide a level of technical support missing from
many of today’s leading suppliers.

HQ Electric Actuators
The HQ range of electric actuators features torque figures from
40 to 10,000Nm with a variety of control options including
fail-safe battery backup actuators. The HQ is now widely
used throughout the UK by some of the industries leading
manufacturers and utility companies. HQ electric actuators are
also available with ATEX Eexd certification.

ET Series Scotch Yoke Actuators
ET heavy duty scotch yoke actuators are ATEX, PED and CE
certified. Available with torque figures up to 25,000Nm, the
range can be supplied with jack screw or hydraulic manual
override systems. Combined with our APL valve position
monitors, we are now able to supply pneumatic actuators
complete with controls for larger Oil and Gas applications.

Rack & Pinion Pneumatic Actuators
Our range features torque figures up to 4380Nm and
includes 90°, 180° and 3-position fail mid actuators
which are available in anodised aluminium. In addition to
the aluminium design we have a ductile iron version for
aggressive atmospheres / offshore locations. All designs
conform to Namur and ISO 5211 standards.

cAll uS on

01243 827469

eMAil uS on

sales@actuated-solutions.co.uk

www.actuated-solutions.co.uk
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KKI signs Brazil agreement
David Limb, sales director of Koso Kent Introl said:
“This agreement with Sao Paolo-based RTS Valvulas
is a significant milestone for the company. We are
increasing our valve distribution channels across the
world and this includes building a local presence
in Brazil where we will develop service and
support channels.
“There are major offshore project opportunities that
we will continue to explore across Brazil and South
America, particularly for our topside and subsea
choke valves.”

(L-R) Denis Westcott, managing director, Koso Kent Introl,
Mark Harris, area business manager Koso Kent Introl, Pedro
Lucio, president, RTS Valvulas Ltd, Wagner Montanari,
commercial director, RTS Valvulas Ltd

Brighouse-based KOSO Kent Introl (KKI) has signed
a five-year agency agreement with Brazilian firm RTS
Valvulas that will help KKI to increase its presence in
Brazil. The deal will open up new distribution channels
for KKI’s specialist valve products.

Mark Harris, KKI’s area business manager will manage
the contract and work closely with RTS Valvulas
to develop new business opportunities in Brazil,
primarily in the upstream and oil and gas sector. Mark
will initially concentrate on promoting KKI’s specialist
range of control valves, surface choke valves, spare
parts, actuators and instrumentation.

Koso Kent Introl

Tel: 01484 710311
Website: www.kentintrol.com

SIPOS’ subterranean solution
Built in shafts and tunnels, traditional below ground
systems are costly to construct.
Extending the
network / providing ongoing maintenance is expensive
and preventing ingress of water, soil and other
particulates is challenging. The ‘concrete ring’ solution
has therefore been introduced.
With a design that is ideally suited for this application,
SIPOS’ actuators can be mounted on a below ground
valve with the electronics unit installed in a separate,
readily accessible, above ground cabinet. An integrated
frequency converter protects motor controls making
SIPOS’ product a ‘fit and forget’ solution that is ideally
suited for this below earth application.

SIPOS’ actuators mounted on a below ground valve with
electronics unit installed in a separate, above ground cabinet

Latest underground conduction systems are being
supported by SIPOS Aktorik’s actuators. A new
design uses concrete rings as an alternative to shafts
and tunnels. Requiring no maintenance, this approach
is an ideal application for SIPOS’ variable speed
actuators for valve control.
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Other features that make SIPOS actuators appropriate
for the underground application are an eight year
servicing cycle and IP68 protection class which
confirms the product’s high corrosion resistance.

SIPOS Aktorik

Tel: 01275 871141
Website: www.sipos.de

Specialist Valve
Solutions for the
Global Energy
Industries

Manufacturers of
engineered Process
and Control Valves in
Non-Ferrous and
High Alloy materials
www.flowgroup.co.uk
info@flowgroup.co.uk
Tel. +44 (0)114 224 0225

Shipham Launch New
Composite Valve Range
Shipham Valves acquisition
of the AVT product range
in 2008 displayed the
company’s commitment and
determination to remain at
the forefront of materials
technologies for valves for
corrosive services.
Since acquisition, this commitment
has been further demonstrated by
an extensive programme of testing
and proving of the products,
culminating in a newly rated range
of Composite Full Bore Ball Valves
and Wafer Butterfly Valves (please
visit www.shipham-valves.com
and follow the link for AVT
Composite Valves for more
details.)
We are also delighted to announce
the launch of the new Reduced
Bore Composite Ball Valve range,
fully designed, engineered and
tested by our own valve engineers

Reduced Bore Composite Ball Valve

and, of course, manufactured entirely in the UK. This new and welcome
addition to the Shipham AVT Product Range further enhances our portfolio
of corrosion resistant valves.
Rated at 16 bar (230psi) at ambient temperature, this new range of valves
provides a compact, lightweight, one-piece design valve with minimum
leak paths to atmosphere.

www.safetysystemsuk.com

Pressure
Protection

The materials used by Shipham AVT are thermo-setting glass reinforced
epoxies – these materials will not melt, creep or shrink, and are extremely
hard wearing and durable. They are lighter than metallic valves, corrosion
resistant, and the material has a proven track record as a piping material.
Business Development Manager Dave Bowen says “This is a
new and exciting development in the world of composite valves
and will help to maintain Shipham’s position at the forefront of
anti-corrosive valve technology world-wide. Our programme of product
performance enhancement and product range extension continues and we
look forward to releasing further announcements in due course.”


Cryogenic
Relief and
Controls
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Shipham Valves

Tel: 01482 323163
Website: www.shipham-valves.com

Severe Punishments
for Counterfeiting
The Weir Group announces an historic Chinese
court decision against counterfeiters
In May 2011, a Chinese
Court
handed
down
criminal sentences and
monetary
fines
of
unprecedented severity
against two companies
and their managers for
counterfeiting the famous
HOPKINSONS
valves,
which are manufactured
and sold worldwide by
The Weir Group PLC.
The cases were against two
companies
and
responsible
individuals who, since 2006,
made
and
sold
counterfeit
HOPKINSONS branded valves
which quickly failed in service at
Chinese power stations, causing
serious injuries and damage,
due to the defective nature of
the product.

The counterfeiters were arrested by China’s Public Security Bureau (PSB)
in late 2009 following in-depth investigations, and placed in custody. Weir,
along with customers and partners, provided information which assisted
in the investigations and in the prosecution of the counterfeiters.
The case went to criminal trial in the Yangzhou Intermediate People’s
Court in Jiangsu, China in December 2010, and the prosecution proved that
these valve products were counterfeit, failed to comply with compulsory
national standards and were of poor quality. In addition, the defendants
misrepresented their manufacturing location by telling customers that
they were imported from the UK. The total sales generated from this
illegal business operation exceeded RMB 11 million (£1m).
The first company, Yangzhou Yikai Machinery and Engineering Co. Ltd.
(“Yikai”), was found guilty of making and selling substandard goods and
engaging in illegal business, and has been ordered to pay a fine of RMB
7,000,000 (£666,000). Yikai’s manager has been found guilty of the same
crimes, sentenced to 15 years 6 months imprisonment and ordered to pay
RMB 1,300,000 (£124,000).
The second company, Shanghai Saimeng Mechatronic Engineering Co. Ltd.
(“Saimeng”), has been found guilty of similar crimes and ordered to pay a
fine of RMB 500,000 (£48,000). Saimeng’s manager has been found guilty
of the crimes of manufacturing and selling substandard goods, engaging
in illegal business and counterfeiting trademarks. He has been sentenced
to 16 years imprisonment and ordered to pay RMB 1,350,000 (£129,000).
Alan Mitchelson, Legal & Commercial Director of The Weir Group said: “It
has taken us more than a year of perseverance, but the outcome of this
case is reassurance to our employees, customers and shareholders that
the unauthorised use of our trademarks will not be tolerated. Such high
fines and long criminal jail sentences are very rare in China for intellectual
property crimes. The Weir Group greatly appreciates the support of police,
prosecutors and Courts in China who have taken resolute enforcement
actions against these counterfeiters including the seizure of these defective,
counterfeit products.
“Counterfeiting not only negatively impacts the economy and innovation,
but also puts customers and users at great risk” said Cyril Leung, Managing
Director of Weir China. “Time and time again substandard counterfeit
products have caused industrial down time and risk to human life. This
case again highlights the importance to be placed on quality and safety.”

Weir Power & Industrial

Tel: 01422 282000
Website: www.weirpowerindustrial.com
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Rotork CVA Selected
For Demanding
Control Valve Duty
A power station in New
Hampshire which burns both
natural gas and low sulphur fuel
oil has installed a Rotork CVA
electric control valve actuator
to help reduce maintenance
costs and improve accuracy in
a demanding outdoor fuel oil
control application.
The 6inch Class 150 ball valve controls
the flow from a storage tank to fuel oil
pumps. The changing load on the units
demands virtually continuous modulation
to maintain the correct flow. It was
decided to replace the existing pneumatic
I/P positioner and spring diaphragm
pneumatic actuator with the CVA electric
actuator because it provides extremely
precise control valve operation with
repeatability and resolution performance
at less than 0.1% of full scale.
In addition to the convenience of all
electric control and operation, the CVA
uses wireless Bluetooth communication
technology for swift and user-friendly
actuator set-up, auto calibration and
adjustment.
Further benefits include
comprehensive
performance
datalogging, a double-sealed IP68 watertight
enclosure for environmental protection
and
programmable
fail-to-position
options using integral super-capacitors.
On-site technicians carried out extensive
tests on the fail-to-position feature and
verified correct performance in both lossof-power and loss-of-signal situations.

The Rotork CVA control valve actuator installation at the power station.

The CVA data-logger stores operational data such as
valve torque profiles, events and statistics that can
be downloaded for detailed analysis using Rotork
Enlight software. By anticipating potential problems,
preventative maintenance can be planned without
interruption to the operation of the plant.
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Rotork Controls Ltd

Tel: 01225 733200
Website: www.rotork.com

Robert Cort joins the Flow Group
Robert Cort, the Reading-based manufacturer of pipeline ball and
gate valves, has been acquired by the Yorkshire-based Flow Group Ltd,
suppliers of specialist valve solutions to the global energy industry.
“Last year at Flow Group we
took a conscious decision to
focus our efforts on valves for
the oil & gas market and divested
our Sheffield-based businesses,
Bestobell and Conflow. This
strategic acquisition reinforces
our commitment to growing
the Group and our commitment
to the oil & gas market. We
welcome the Robert Cort team
to the group and look forward to
growing the business together
and bringing the benefits of
the Flow Group ‘customer
experience’ to the Robert Cort
customer base.”

Robert Cort 48" class 150 ball valve under test

Robert Cort is a highly respected British
valve manufacturing business, which
has been operating from Reading since
1823 and on the existing site since the
early 1960s. The Cort range of pipeline
ball and gate valves covers sizes from 2"
to 60" and pressures from class 150 to
class 2500. Cort valves are used in oil
and gas pipelines, oil refineries, jetties
and tank farms all over the world and
there are many installed over 50 years
ago still being supported and giving
excellent service.
The Cort business will now be conducted by Robert
Cort Valves Limited, a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Flow Group Limited. John Wall, the Flow Group
Managing Director, will take on the role of Managing
Director of Robert Cort Valves and the business will
continue to operate from the current site in Reading.
John comments; “This acquisition adds another
strong, globally known British valve brand to our
existing Group. We believe this is a great opportunity
to build on Robert Cort’s long tradition of engineering
excellence and grow the sales of Cort valves. We
believe that we can replicate the success we are having
with our other UK valve manufacturing businesses here
at Robert Cort.

Flow Group already consists
of a number of well-known
market leading valve businesses
- Shipham Valves, based in Hull,
supplies non-ferrous and high alloy valve solutions
for handling seawater and other severe fluids to the
offshore and petrochemical industries; John Mills
Valves, based in Newcastle, supplies bronze and
aluminium bronze valves to valve houses and OEMs;
Leeds Valve, based in Leeds, supplies specialist
butterfly valves. Over 75% of turnover is from export
sales and the Group has sales offices in Shanghai,
China, and Houston, USA, as well as an extensive
network of overseas sales agents.

Flow Group

Tel: 0113 204 9307
Website: www.flowgroup.co.uk

Robert Cort

Tel: 0118 987 4311
Website: www.robertcort.co.uk
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New Flowserve Valbart
Trunnion-Mounted
Control Ball Valve
New Flowserve Valbart Trunnion-Mounted Control
Ball Valve Helps Control Noise and Cavitation
Flowserve
Corporation
recently
introduced the new Flowserve Valbart
Trunnion-Mounted Control Ball Valve
(TMCBV), which is designed to reduce
noise, control cavitation and provide
increased reliability.
The TMCBV is designed to reduce the
total cost of ownership for severe
service applications in the oil and gas,
chemical, liquefied natural gas and
power industries. It combines Flowserve
Valbart proven trunnion-mounted ball
valve design with its high-performance
noise and cavitation-reducing trims.
“For customers dealing with severe
service applications involving gases and
liquids, noise reduction and cavitation
control are extremely important,” said
Tom Pajonas, president, Flowserve
Flow Control Division.
“This highperformance control valve is designed
to deliver cost-effective reliability for
demanding applications.”

Flowserve Valbart Trunnion-Mounted Control Ball Valve

The TMCBV is fully integrated with a heavy-duty
actuator and a high-performance Flowserve Logix
digital positioner. This configuration can also be
equipped with Flowserve ValveSight advanced
diagnostic technology.
The metal-seated TMCBV features a tungstencarbide-coated ball and seat, which can extend the
life of the valve by enabling tight shut-off even after
prolonged service. The TMCBV is designed for zero
external leakage, ensuring that the TMCBV meets
environmental standards. Due to the high rangeability
and increased flow capacity, the TMCBV is smaller in
size and dimensional envelope, when compared with
traditional control valve offerings.
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In July 2010, Flowserve announced the acquisition
of Valbart Srl, a privately owned Italian manufacturer
of trunnion-mounted ball valves used primarily in
the oil and gas industry. Flowserve had previously
entered into a joint venture agreement with Valbart in
December 2009.

Flowserve Flow Control
Tel: 01444 314400
Website: www.flowserve.com

Rotork’s latest
electro-hydraulic
valve actuators
The Rotork Skilmatic selfcontained electro-hydraulic valve
actuator range combines the
simplicity of electrical operation
with the precision of hydraulic
actuation and the reliability
of mechanical failsafe motion
for safety related applications
including emergency shutdown
(ESD) duty.
Rotork’s policy of continuous product
innovation has now enabled a new, highly
advanced control and monitoring system to
be introduced to the Skilmatic range, based
on the proven Rotork IQPro intelligent
electric actuator technology. The resultant
Skilmatic SI/EH Pro range combines existing
Cutaway drawing of a quarter-turn version of the Rotork Skilmatic SI/EH
Skilmatic features with new text displays,
electro-hydraulic valve actuator, showing (left to right) electronic control
performance monitoring and data logging
module with LCD display and communication window, hydraulic power
that includes valve signature profiles. The
unit and actuator centre body with failsafe springs.
compact and robust actuators deliver a
highly reliable means of valve management
something of particular importance on emergency
and positioning a valve to a safe condition. Safe
shutdown applications. Further enhancements include
valve positioning is selectable for failsafe to open,
preventative maintenance features including local and
failsafe to close or lock in position on power failure or
remote fault detection. These features are recognised
ESD signal.
as providing increased security for safety related
duties such as ROSoV (Remotely Operated Shutoff
The new SI/EH Pro control module facilitates simple,
Valves), an area where the Skilmatic EH actuator is
safe and swift non-intrusive commissioning with infrawidely specified.
red and Bluetooth™ control by means of an intrinsically
safe hand held setting tool.
Settings including
All actuators are available with hazardous area
internal hydraulic pressure, position, limits, control,
certification encompassing ATEX, INMETRO, IEC, FM,
alarm and indication functions can be accessed and
CSA and GOST. The double-sealed electric enclosure
adjusted using user-friendly Rotork ‘point and shoot’
is watertight and dustproof in ratings up to IP68.
menus. Actuator status, control and alarm icons are
The Skilmatic SI/EH Pro range delivers rotary output
provided on the illuminated LCD display which also
torques from 65 to 600,000Nm and linear thrusts
gives access to real-time information such as pressure,
from 1.7 to 5,500kN, providing suitability for valves
diagnostics and help screens. Data from the actuator
of virtually any size and design.
can be transferred to a PC for storage and analysis by
means of Rotork’s free Insight II software. Offering
flexibility of customisation to suit the application, the
actuators can be integrated into the majority of digital
bus control systems, including Pakscan, Foundation
Fieldbus, DeviceNet, Profibus and Modbus.
Designed to SIL3 standards for use on safety critical
applications, the actuators are also capable of
partial stroke testing, enabling isolating valves to
be function tested without affecting the process,

Rotork Fluid Systems
Tel: 0113 205 7223
Website: www.rotork.com
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New Non-Executive
Director for Hardide
Coatings
Former oil industry entrepreneur
Bruce Robinson appointed
Hardide Coatings, the advanced metal surface coatings
company, has appointed Bruce Robinson as a nonexecutive Director.
Mr Robinson brings extensive experience of the
international oil and gas industry and growing
technology-based businesses. He spent 20 years based
in Aberdeen and working around the world, firstly as
an engineer with oil services firms GeoVANN Inc. and
Halliburton then as a founder shareholder and general
manager of Phoenix Petroleum Services prior to its
sale to Schlumberger. He spent five years as a director
and consultant to Scottish Enterprise Energy Group
where he led oil and gas technology development and
internationalisation programmes. Since then, he has
started, run and assisted a wide range of innovative
companies developing and exploiting technologies in
various industry sectors.
Mr Robinson will serve on both the audit committee
and the combined remuneration and nomination
committee.
He holds a Bachelor of Technology
(Hons) in Industrial Technology and Management
from Bradford University, a post-graduate diploma
in Offshore Engineering and an MBA from Aberdeen
University.
Graham Hine, chief executive officer of Hardide
Coatings said: “Bruce’s experience of growing small
technology based businesses will assist our strategy
to develop new and diversified applications for
the Hardide coating technology. His engineering
background and commercial understanding of the
oil and gas industry is particularly relevant as we
capitalise on opportunities for growth in this sector.”
Hardide Coatings has developed a range of tungsten
carbide-based coatings that significantly extend
the life of metal components. The coatings offer a
unique combination of ultra-hardness, toughness,
low friction and chemical resistance in one material.
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Bruce Robinson, Hardide’s new non-executive Director

The technology is proven to offer dramatic cost savings
through reduced downtime and extended part life.
Customers include leading companies operating in oil
and gas exploration and production, valve and pumps
manufacturing, general engineering and aerospace. Oil
and gas customers include Weatherford International,
Expro Group and FMC.

Hardide Coatings

Tel: 01869 353830
Website: www.hardide.com

Heap & Partners And the winner is…
Miss Debby Soetan, a Biofuels research
engineer at Heap & Partners has won a
national engineering award and the prize is
a trip around the World!!
Every year the Institute of Engineering and Technology
hold an award ceremony for the brightest and the best
engineers in the country. Debby submitted a paper into the
“Write around the World” category.
Debby’s paper, entitled “Who is to blame? Man vs. Natural
Variances” set out to use engineering facts to de-bunk some
of the more outrageous myths thrown around in the global
warming arena. Her paper won and now she’s packing her bags!
Nigerian born Debby commenced her UK studies at the age
of 16. So far she has acquired GCSEs and a Foundation in
Sciences at Bellerbys College Brighton,
and also a Bachelors degree in Chemical
Engineering at Aston University, having
graduated with a 1st Class Honours. In
2009 she began working on a 2½ year
Knowledge Transfer Partnership project
in conjunction with Liverpool John
Moores University (LJMU) and Heap &
Partners. This project is based in the
Biofuels sector and involves overseeing
the design and manufacture of a medium
scale Biodiesel Production Plant. In 2010
she commenced a part-time PhD with
LJMU, in which the research topic is an
investigation of alternative methods for
biodiesel production.

Debby Soetan - Heap & Partners Biofuels
research engineer

Debby’s prize will see her taking in
Nigeria, Japan and Canada as part of her
month long trip around the world. Heap
& Partners Managing Director David
Millar commented “We are all suffering
from mixed emotions! Pride in what
Debby has achieved and jealousy in what
she’s won!”

Heap & Partners

Tel: 0151 488 7222
Website: www.heaps.co.uk
eTec A4 flyer.indd 1
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The Fastest Ever Valve Manufacture?

Valve body castings being made at the John Mills site in Newcastle

John Mills Valves, the Newcastle-based
non-ferrous valve manufacturer with
its own foundry, is renowned for being
able to make valves on short leadtimes,
and recently they achieved their best
ever delivery leadtime. They received
an order on a Monday, manufactured
the valves and delivered them two days
later on the Wednesday – ie manufactured
the order within 3 days! This is how
they did it……
C.R.T. Plant Engineers of Derby were carrying out
plant maintenance work on one of the major coal-fired
power stations in the UK when they discovered that
two 6" bronze gate valves used on the water cooling
system needed replacing. Time was running out within
the shutdown and a particular issue was that these
valves had a special face-to-face dimension and so
could not be purchased from standard valve stockists.
C.R.T. identified John Mills Valves as the manufacturer
who could meet the specification and placed the order
based on the John Mills promise to have the valves
available for delivery within 4 days.
The order was received by John Mills on Monday
morning. Immediately a body pattern for the job was
created in the in-house pattern shop and by Monday
afternoon the two valve bodies had been cast in the
John Mills foundry. On Tuesday machining of the
valve bodies was started and finished on Wednesday
morning. The valves were then built and tested and
34
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collected by C.R.T. that same evening. This means that
from order receipt to delivery it was less than three
days – and both valves went from being raw ingot to
finished product within 54 hours.
Noel Barker, Site Director at John Mills, commented;
“This is a fantastic achievement from all the team
here and we believe that no other valve manufacturer
could match this level of delivery performance. Having
all the facilities in house from pattern-making to
casting, machining and valve assembly puts us in a
unique position to respond to this sort of challenge.
To achieve a three day turnaround is unusual but
we are regularly manufacturing valves on one week
or two week lead-times and our ability to respond
quickly to customers’ needs has certainly been a key
reason for the company’s growing success over the
last five years.”
Chris Jones of C.R.T. Plant Engineers, who was
responsible for carrying out the maintenance work,
comments “The valves were needed to allow CRT to
meet a very exacting deadline and JMV came through
- absolutely fantastic service and quality.”

John Mills Valves

Tel: 0191 265 6550
Website: www.johnmills-valves.com

Rotork Expands Training Facilities
Rotork’s comprehensive valve actuation
training activities have expanded with
the opening of purpose-built facilities
at Rotork Singapore in response to the
continuous growth of Rotork product
markets in the Far East.
Rotork’s long-established training centre at the
company’s UK headquarters was originally born out
of on-site service activity. As a result, to this day, the
full-time training staff – now based in the UK, USA and
Singapore – are all experienced site service engineers
with practical ‘hands-on’ knowledge of Rotork’s wide
range of actuation products. Drawing on years of
practical experience, training programmes are tailored
to suit individual customers’ asset ownership and
their specific requirements, offering a more valuable
solution than fixed training courses.
Training is available for all aspects of actuator
Rotork Senior Training Officer Chris Wareing takes a training
ownership and is fully supported by actuated valve
session in the new Singapore facility
hardware for wiring, commissioning, dismantling
and
trouble-shooting
exercises.
Training, which can also be provided at
customers’ premises anywhere in the
New from ARI • New from ARI • New from ARI • New from ARI
world, is complemented with dedicated
training literature, technical manuals
and certification.

TRUST ARI

Training support is also available from
a series of E-learning modules on
the Rotork website, aimed at anyone
with a requirement to commission
and use Rotork actuators in the field.
The modules consist of interactive
learning programmes designed to be
equally useful as a refresher course for
those who deal with the equipment
infrequently.

Setting new standards of
safety and reliability
The ARI-SAFE-FN 970 ANSI Full
Nozzle safety relief valve is the
latest addition to the ARI-SAFE
range and provides accurate
response up to 6000 psi (414 bar)
VdTUV approved, certified
according to ASME-Code with
UV-stamp and manufactured
according to API 526
(American Petroleum Institute).
Other benefits include:
- Reliable: Two-piece stem assures optimal
guiding of the plug on the seat and accurately
centred nozzle (thread close to seat) assures
precise repeatability of the set pressure

Training activities are widely utilised
by Rotork customers in the oil, gas,
power and water industries as well
as Rotork agents and distributors.
The availability of E-learning and the
opening of the new facility in Singapore
are both evidence of Rotork’s on-going
commitment to provide these services
on an increasingly accessible and
localised basis.

- Durable: Increased service life due to the
accurately centred nozzle and corrosionresistant bellows seal made of Inconel 625
- Simple Handling: Flip-over plug
(sealing surfaces can be used on both sides)
assures simple handling and easy servicing;
straightforward replacement of the plug sealing
plate, identical nozzle ring for each orifice size
- Flexible: Broad spectrum of applications due
to the standardised O-ring soft sealing plug.

SAFE-FN ANSI
acc. to API 526

ARI-SAFE-FN ANSI – Another highperformance addition to the ARI range
of valves and pipeline equipment.

Isolation Safety Control Steam Trapping

Rotork Controls Ltd
Tel: 01225 733200
Website: www.rotork.com

Technology for the future
GERMAN QUALITY VALVES
ARI-Armaturen (UK) Ltd., Energy House, Shannon Place, Tewkesbury, Glos. GL20 8SL
Tel: 01684 275752 Fax: 01684 275627 e-mail: inquiries@uk.ari-armaturen.com www.ari-armaturen.com
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Pressure Tech...
alongside Haskel at OTC
supplying high quality pressure fluid and gas handling
equipment for the oil and gas industry. Pressure Tech
is a dynamic young manufacturer of innovative and
top-performing high pressure regulators. It’s an ideal
collaboration, with Pressure Tech’s product range
providing an excellent complement to Haskel’s.
To be invited to exhibit on the Haskell stand is
recognition from a global player at the leading edge
high pressure technology, and a further sign that there
company that is really going places in the industry.

Steve Yorke-Robinson of Pressure Tech

There’s a major breakthrough for innovative UK
regulator manufacturers Pressure Tech as they have
been invited to exhibit alongside giant US corporation
Haskel at OTC in Houston on May 2-5th. Haskel is a major
international organisation with a superb reputation for
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Pressure Tech

Tel: 01457 899307
Website: www.pressure-tech.com

Rotork - over 50 years at the leading edge of actuation technology
• Multi-turn and quarter-turn isolating/regulating duty
• Rugged construction - double-sealed to prevent water and dust ingress even during site wiring
• Simple, non-intrusive, infra-red setup and adjustment
• Multilingual display
• Digital, analogue or bus system remote control and status reporting.
• Three-phase, direct current and single-phase actuators • Direct drive quarter-turn (IQT models) • On-board datalogger
included as standard • IrDA™ compatible for local and remote actuator analysis via InSight PC software • Clear, user friendly
controls and indication • Multilingual text display for status and setup • Simplified torque and position control for increased
reliability • Comprehensive control and flexibility • Approved for use in SIL applications (with additional SFCM control module).

Rotork worldwide. 87 countries. 15 manufacturing plants. 279 offices and agents

visit www.rotork.com for your local agent
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Midland-ACS launches
Pressure Regulator
New dual-redundant pneumatic pressure regulator safeguards
operation of critical process control valves
shut down (ESD). Depending on the emergency and
type of process, valves may be automatically closed
- to stop media feeding a fire for example - parts of
the plant may be isolated, or media might be vented
to atmosphere, via an emergency system vent (ESV).
Although considerable safety design effort goes into
ensuring that the actuators that control these valves can
be relied on in the event of an emergency, pneumatic
actuation systems typically use a single filter-regulator
component, and the failure of this component can
expose downstream devices to pressures as high as
two or more times the norm. This can be enough to
cause significant damage, even providing an actuator
with enough torque to shear a valve stem.

Midland-ACS high-integrity pressure regulator

Midland-ACS launches a high-integrity pressure
regulator for the pneumatic control systems that are
widely used for valve actuation in the oil, gas and
other processing industries. Called OPD Stemsaver,
the device guards against any failure of the filterregulator that controls compressed air system
pressure, by providing dual-redundant over-pressure
protection. It ensures that any downstream actuators
for controlling process valves cannot be accidentally
exposed to dangerous over-pressures that could be
high enough to shear a valve stem or cause other
damage. The device is an industry first, and provides
plant and automation engineers with a high integrity
safeguard against a failure mechanism that could lead
to a costly process shutdown or injury.
Pneumatic actuation is very widely used in process
automation systems, for controlling and sequencing
valves. Automated control valves are particularly
common in hazardous areas, such as offshore
platforms and refineries. There may be as many as
a 1000 actuated valves on an offshore platform for
example, one of main markets served by Midland-ACS
- part of the ITT Flow Control business.
In hazardous areas, actuated valves are often elements
of a plant’s emergency procedures, such as the safety
instrumented system (SIS) that controls emergency
38
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Midland-ACS developed OPD Stemsaver following
a request from an engineering, procurement and
construction (EPC) firm working for a North Sea oil
producer. A failed filter-regulator had led to the cover
of a pneumatic actuator being blown off, leading to
costly downtime of operations. The company’s OPD
Stemsaver design avoids this possibility by providing
a dual-redundant pressure regulation facility with one
diaphragm regulator, coupled to a spring-tensioned
poppet valve. The use of these two different regulation
mechanisms provides additional reliability.

As standard, OPD Stemsaver can be set to regulate
pressure in the 4-8 bar (58-116 PSI) range. The
device is supplied as a single compact unit, fabricated
in 316 stainless steel to meet the anti-corrosion
requirements of environments such as offshore
platforms, and process plants handling harsh media.
In use, the secondary regulator is set to operate at a

slightly higher pressure than the primary regulator. If
the secondary regulator is activated, a reset button
also automatically pops up. This can be linked to a
proximity switch, to provide feedback to the plant’s
distributed control system (DCS).

AUMA Expands
Training Services

The design has now been tried and tested, as MidlandACS have produced around 100 of the new highintegrity over-pressure protectors for its first offshore
platform client. These have been installed over a
period of several months to improve the integrity of
the platform’s network of remote control valves.

Supporting
AUMA’s
expansion
of
its training services for actuation, a
dedicated facility has been established at
AUMA’s new UK premises. Additionally,
Steve
Farrow,
who
first
joined
AUMA in 1995, is now permanently
based at the company’s UK offices in
a role that includes development of
training support.

“If a valve actuator fails, it can easily lead to downtime
or even a plant shutdown, and for continuous processes
such events can be extremely costly,” says Derek Clure
of Midland-ACS. “OPD Stemsaver provides a practical
and economic solution to safeguard against failure of
the pneumatic regulator - one that we believe could
benefit thousands of plants worldwide.”
OPD Stemsaver is available from Midland-ACS as
an individual component.
It is also compatible
with the company’s innovative modular pneumatic
control manifold - IMpact. This is a universally
compatible interface block that mounts directly onto
valve actuators, and accepts a range of field-proven
pneumatic components. IMpact saves space and
costs and is used by many of the world’s foremost
control valve manufacturers - with tens of thousands
of installations worldwide.

A suite of eight AUMA training courses are delivered
either at AUMA’s UK operation near Bristol, or at
the customer’s site. An assessment is available and
certificates are issued on satisfactory completion of
the courses. Sectors supported include the power,
water, oil/gas and chemical industries.
With
focus
on
practical education,
actual
products
are at the heart of
AUMA’s mentoring
service.
The use
of training aids
ensures that course
content centres on
hands-on advice for
real-life experience
of actuators, set
within the wider
context of valve
operation. AUMA
advises
that
its
interactive
approach
to
education increases
the confidence and
capabilities of onsite staff.

A datasheet on OPD Stemsaver can be downloaded
from: http://www.ittflowcontrol.com/files/mid-acs
OPD brochure.pdf

AUMA UK’s Service
& Training Manager,
Steve Farrow, has
practical experience
spanning 25 years in the valve and actuator industry.
He has worked closely with a number of the UK’s
leading utilities.
Steve Farrow, head of training
for AUMA UK

Midland-ACS

Tel: 01902 305678
Website: www.midland-acs.com

Auma Actuators Ltd
Tel: 01275 871141
Website: www.auma.com
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PPE Presses Ahead to Meet
Global Customer Demand
Increased Production Capacity Will Serve Customers Better
Endura manufacturing capacity. To operate the new
moulding presses, production staffing has been
increased by 5%.
Defining Exceptional Customer Service Standards
As a result of this significant capital investment, PPE
is able to continue to provide its customers with
unrivalled rapid delivery times along with exceptional
quality and, where needed, customised seal design.
The increased Endura production capacity is
complemented by a high level of both pre-sales and
post-sales technical support, ensuring PPE continues
to set exceptional customer service standards.
Paul Gillyon, managing director at PPE, commented,
“I am very pleased to be able to make this further
investment in our manufacturing capabilities. As
with all major capital investments, it is targeted at
improving our operating efficiency as well as helping
us serve our customers more effectively.”
PPE plans further investments later in 2011 to
maintain its strong level of sales growth while still
delivering excellent customer service.
PPE Endura Cell

High performance seals manufacturer, Precision
Polymer Engineering (PPE), a Unit of IDEX Corp.,
has invested in new production equipment to meet
growing demand for Endura seals by leading oil and
gas companies around the world.
PPE specialises in standard and customised elastomer
seals for demanding applications in the oil and gas
industry as well as semiconductor manufacture,
chemical and food processing and pharmaceutical
manufacture. Through a combination of innovative
elastomer compounding, seal design expertise and
rapid, precision manufacture, the company is able to
meet customers’ most challenging sealing needs.
Increased Production Capacity
New moulding press equipment was specified by PPE
manufacturing engineers and installed at the Blackburn,
UK factory in March. In procuring the presses, one of
the company’s objectives was to increase production
efficiency by reducing set-up-times. This has been
achieved by an innovative combination of equipment
configuration using magnet platens, and computer
control; together delivering a 40% increase in available
40
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Precision Polymer Engineering
Tel: 01254 295400
Website: www.prepol.com

John Mills Valves appoint
New Sales Manager

Enhanced Actuator Services
Offered by AUMA UK
Relocation to new premises by AUMA UK has given
the company an opportunity to introduce defined
manufacturing cells, a new paint spray booth and
expanded packing / despatch areas. AUMA UK reports
that the move to the purpose built facility, which is
double the size of its previous buildings, has enabled
the company to design in additional facilities to
enhance its services.
The 1,200 square metre premises house sales, service,
accounts, warehouse and assembly facilities for
AUMA’s modular electric actuators.

Brett Armer, John Mills’ Valves Sales Manager

John Mills Valves, the non-ferrous valve manufacturer
for offshore, marine and industrial valve solutions, has
appointed Brett Armer as Sales Manager to extend the
range of customers that they supply, both in the UK
and overseas.
Brett has wide industrial experience, much of it
in the power generation industry, after gaining an
apprenticeship in Marine Engineering at BAE Marine
Systems and studying Mechanical Engineering and
Business at Sunderland University.
Prior to working at John Mills Valves, Brett worked
as Business Development Engineer for CAPARO Forge
and Metal Spinners Group where he was responsible
for managing existing accounts and generating new
global business.
“I am thrilled to join John Mills Valves and look forward
to the challenges of developing the UK and overseas
markets for the range of speciality, application driven
valves”, said Brett.

AUMA UK’s new premises

The introduction of a production cell arrangement
supports AUMA’s engineering ethos. Cell one focuses
on sub assembly of composition gearing, cell two is
dedicated to actuator build activities, cell three houses
a new test area and cell four covers repairs and service.
The paint booth introduced to AUMA UK’s new complex
gives the ability to overpaint products to match
colours and meet customer’s precise requirements;
this supports AUMA’s focus on providing tailored
actuation solutions.

John Wall, Managing Director of John Mills Valves,
comments “We are pleased that Brett has joined
the John Mills team. He brings a good combination
of industrial knowledge and youthful energy to
complement the extensive product and market
experience of the existing team and we are confident
that he will help enable us to extend the range of
customers experiencing the high standards of service
and support that we offer.”
Paint spray booth

John Mills Valves

Tel: 0191 265 6550
Website: www.johnmills-valves.com

Auma Actuators Ltd
Tel: 01275 871141
Website: www.auma.com
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Hardide Captures Chemical Process
with ATEX Certified Digital Camera
Hardide Coatings, global developer
of patented metal coatings, is using
a new anti-hazard digital camera
from CorDEX Instruments to capture
chemical processes that have never been
recorded before.
Hardide had struggled to find a camera robust enough
to use in its high risk chemical tank areas, but was
keen to be able to capture the process for product
control and testing as well as training purposes.
The Centurion XP Dual is custom designed and ATEX
certified for use in Zone 1 IIC T4 (explosive areas and
vapour atmospheres). Encased in aluminium with an
ultra-bright display protected by armoured glass,
the XP Dual is custom designed for the harshest
environments and can be used offshore without
‘hot permits’.

Yorkshire headquartered CorDEX Instruments recently
opened a base in Aberdeen and is building a reputation
in the energy sector for its unique product range.
It plans to launch more bespoke products during 2011
for use in hazardous areas.
Steve Guse, Operations Manager at Hardide Coatings
said: “We regularly use digital cameras to record
processes for our clients and for internal use, but there
are some parts of the factory that up until now have
been ‘no go’ areas. A normal digital camera could
create an electrical spark that would have disastrous
effects in areas where we have chemical baths and
stripping tanks. Not only did the Centurion XP Dual
allow us for the first time to record images in these
restricted areas, the design with large buttons and
backlit display was ideal for use with the protective
suits that our engineers have to wear.”
Oxfordshire based Hardide is the developer of
advanced Tungsten Carbide based metal coatings
that increase the life of critical metal parts operating
in abrasive, erosive, corrosive and chemically
aggressive environments. The coatings are used
globally in a diverse range of severe service
42
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The CorDEX Instruments camera in use by Hardide Coatings

applications for customers from oil industry multinationals such as Weatherford International, FMC
Technologies and Expro Group to small, innovative
engineering companies.
The Centurion XP Dual is now being successfully used
by Hardide to photograph materials being treated in
a highly aggressive acid etch tank which is corrosive
and would destroy a normal camera. It is also being
used at the stripping tank, where explosive hydrogen
gas is produced. The Centurion XP Dual can store
hundreds of images which can be transferred via a
high speed USB.
Mr Guse added: “There is an extremely corrosive
atmosphere in parts of our treatment processes as well
as the potential for splashes. The CorDEX Centurion
digital camera survived this and produced crystal clear
images, which is great for our records and to inform
customers about the treatment of their components.
The macro-lens attachments and strobe flash were
also useful for close up shots.”
Marcus Halliday, General Manager said: “Taking
photographs in hazardous areas is challenging for
many organisations and the Centurion XP Dual was
invented in direct response to feedback from industry.
We are delighted that Hardide Coatings has chosen
the Centurion XP Dual to help inform its customers of
the processes it uses. The design is as simple to use as
every-day digital models, but is built to withstand the
most challenging work environments.”

Hardide Coatings

Tel: 01869 353830
Website: www.hardide.com

Everything for the valve and actuator
industry except valves and actuators

Pro-kits Ltd are ISO 9001-2008 Approved
The UK’s largest independent supplier of
valve related products to the industry

The Sidings, Off Debdale Lane,
Mansfield Woodhouse,
Notts NG19 7FE

Tel: +44 (0)1773 860629
Fax: +44 (0)1773 860672
E-mail: enquiries@pro-kits.co.uk

The better alternative
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The World’s Largest
Gate Valve in Nickel
Aluminium Bronze?

Weir Celebrates 140 Years
of Innovative Engineering
2011 marks the 140th anniversary of
FTSE 100 engineering company, The
Weir Group PLC
It was in 1871 that brothers George and James
Weir set up the engineering firm of G & J Weir and
joined the booming industrial scene in the west of
Scotland at the height of the great Victorian era of
industrial innovation.
One of those innovations was the celebrated directacting feed pump which was crucial to the development
of steam ships – and particularly Clyde-built steam
ships – at that time.
Although recognised worldwide as a designer and
manufacturer of pumps and valves, Weir has operated
in many markets. Over its 140 year history, it has built
cars and buses, constructed prefabricated housing, oil
pipelines, desalination plants and been involved in the
development of the precursor to the helicopter.

46 Inch Nickel Aluminium Bronze Gate Valve

Commissioned in 2010 by global EPC contractor
Technip, based in Abu Dhabi, Shipham Valves have
successfully manufactured a number of large diameter
(28" up to 46" Class 150) gate valves in Nickel
Aluminium Bronze (NAB) materials.
These NAB
gate valves will be used on the huge seawater intake
pipelines that form part of the BAPCO (The Bahrain
Petroleum Company B.S.C) installation of the new
steam turbo-generators (STG) project.
The enormous 46 Inch NAB gate valves are believed to
be the largest manufactured from Nickel Aluminium
Bronze materials in the world, towering nearly 5.5
metres in height and weighing over 7 Tonnes.
John Wall, Managing Director of Shipham Valves
commented “The successful delivery of these products
to the BAPCO-STG project confirms Shipham Valves’
position as global market leaders, at the cutting edge,
for the supply of corrosion resistant valve solutions for
sea water applications in arduous marine environments
in the Middle East region and beyond.”

Shipham Valves

Tel: 01482 323163
Website: www.shipham-valves.com
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Today Weir’s global footprint covers over 70 countries
employing over 11,000 people with a focus on the
minerals, oil & gas and power sectors with over
40 per cent of its 2009 annual revenue coming from
the key emerging markets in Asia Pacific, Africa and
South America.
Weir chairman, Lord Smith of Kelvin said: “Although
most of the Group’s profit is now generated from
outside of Scotland, we are proud to recognise and
celebrate our engineering heritage. Weir is almost
the last of a long list of notable companies established
in the 19th century to retain its independence.”
Lord Weir, great grandson of founding brother James
Weir, said: “I am delighted that Weir has retained
its independence for 140 years. Far too many
independent businesses have been lost to Scotland
and far too few of significance have been created in
recent years.
There is a proud history behind Weir with plenty of
examples of what to do and a few of what not to do.
The business is in good hands and I hope it continues
to flourish for many years to come.”

Weir Power & Industrial

Tel: 01422 282000
Website: www.weirpowerindustrial.com

MOR E T HAN 30 YEARS OF WORLDWIDE EXPERIE N CE
I N VA LV E R E PA I R A N D T E S T I N G E Q U I P M E N T
EFCO is one of the world-leading manufacturers of portable and stationary
machining and repair machines for fittings, flanges, gate valves, safety
relief valves, globe valves, control valves, pumps, turbines and pipes.
Our product range includes portable machines of the highest quality for
high-speed grinding, valve test benches, accessories and consumables.
In addition, we can plan your complete workshop and train your staff.
The most important company objective - high quality products - has always been and will always be achieved - a fact proved impressively by
certification to DIN EN ISO 9001.

Please request additional information about our extensive product range.
We would be pleased to demonstrate our machines at your company or in
our works.
EFCO Maschinenbau GmbH
Headquarter
Otto-Brenner-Strasse 5 - 7
Germany · D-52353 Düren
Phone + 49 (0) 24 21 / 9 89 - 0
Fax + 49 (0) 24 21 / 8 62 60
info@efco-dueren.de
www.efco-dueren.de
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Emerson expands
cryogenic valve testing
Emerson expands cryogenic valve
testing to meet growing demand
for LNG applications
Emerson Process Management has expanded the
test facilities at its control valve manufacturing
plant at Cernay, France to include tests at cryogenic
temperatures. The tests are suitable for Fisher® valves
being used for the growing number of applications in
the LNG (Liquid Natural Gas) industry, for example
during the extraction of underground natural gas and
in processes where the gas is liquefied for storage or
transportation.
The new facility has two tanks for testing globe,
angle, butterfly and ball valves up to DN 900, 36 in
NB, and can carry out a range of tests at cryogenic
temperatures down to -196°C. It is important that
valves designed for low temperature applications are
tested at typical operating temperatures to ensure
optimal performance. For example, a tight shut off is
crucial in many cryogenic applications and valves need
to be tested for leakage across the seat. These tests
are performed by immersing the valve into a tank of
liquid nitrogen, pressurising the valve inlet with helium
gas at 7 bar and measuring the seat leakage.

Emerson’s new test facility at Cernay, France ensures optimal
valve performance for applications in the LNG industry

system. Oxygen sensors, linked to an alarm, monitor
the local atmosphere, eliminating any risk to personnel
in the area. The DeltaV system enables the valve tests
to be controlled from a remote location, ensuring
complete safety for test and inspection personnel.
Emerson’s Cernay plant, situated in the Alsace region
of France, is the largest of the five Emerson facilities
manufacturing Fisher control valves in Europe. The
plant is helping Emerson to meet increasing demand
for its Fisher control valve ranges, in particular for
the larger sizes including low noise trim technology,
anti-cavitation solutions and also special valves for the
most arduous applications.

Emerson can now test globe, angle, butterfly and ball
valves up to DN 900, 36 in NB at cryogenic temperatures
down to -196°C

The test facility has been specifically designed
to minimise any environmental and safety issues
and is fully monitored and controlled by Emerson
technologies, including a DeltaV™ digital control
46
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Emerson Process Management
Tel: 0870 240 1978
Website: www.emersonprocess.co.uk

www.springs.co.uk

Valve springs
Reliability when it really counts
Formula 1
& Automotive

Critical applications demand perfection.
Springtech deliver exactly that. Our bespoke products are
manufactured on time, in budget and with clear, regular communication
and technical knowledge engaged from the moment you place an order.

Aerospace
& Defence

Divers i ty an d E xp erti s e
Products that require precision in their performance and significant research, design,
prototyping and development are our strengths. This has made us a global leader in the
manufacture of springs and related products.

Medical

From precise and critical medical applications, through to the technical performance of
Formula One Racing and the robust and reliable requirements of the oil and gas industries,
all our products carry with them a wealth of experience in their development.
We supply a wide range of custom designed springs and pressings to industries
worldwide from our UK manufacturing bases in Buckinghamshire and Aberdeenshire. Our
comprehensive service includes; design, tooling, development and manufacture drawing
from our in-house R&D tooling centre.
We manufacture in accordance to BS EN ISO 9001:2008 standards.
Expertise: Aerospace, Defence, Oil & Gas, Medical, Valves, Pumps, Actuators, Wind
Turbines, Propulsion Systems, Rotary Seals, Electronics, Automotive, Solar Power,
Furniture, Gas & Pipe Fittings, Telecommunications, and many more.
Springs: Seal Energising, Garter, Helical Seal, Canted Coil, Flat Leafed, Formed Lead, Flat
Waved, Compression, Conical, Wireforms/Clips, Waved, Cantilever, Drawbar, Extension,
Spiral, Tension, Torsion, Bespoke Pressings.

Oil & Gas

Materials: We manufacture using both exotic and standard materials including;
Martensitic & Austenitic Stainless Steel, Nickel based allows, Inconel X750, Alloy 90,
Allow C276, Copper Alloys, Beryllium & Phosphor Bronze.

Contact the spring experts today
Springtech Ltd.
Fraserburgh, Aberdeenshire:
Tel: +44 (0)1346 518061 Fax: +44 (0) 1346 516817
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire:
Tel: +44 (0)1494 556700 Fax: +44 (0) 1494 511002
Email: enquiries@springs.co.uk
Web: www.springs.co.uk
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By Chris Warnett, Rotork Process Controls

Control Valve Actuators
Their Impact on Control and Variability

The valve itself may be extremely sophisticated
with exotic body and seat material, or it may have
complex flow patterns that allow for a high pressure
drop or some other complex feature. However,
the fundamental requirement to move the valve
stem to position the control element remains the
same regardless of whether it’s a simple or a
sophisticated valve.

Electric control valve actuators provide excellent performance
and are ideal for oil and gas wells in remote production
fields. Instrument air supply systems are costly and require
significant energy to run. If mains power isn’t available, an
instrument air supply isn’t practical, especially when only a
few control valves are in use at a location. Solar powered
DC electric actuators are ideal for such an application.

In a process plant, the general function
of a control valve is to restrict the
opening of the valve so it affects the
flow or pressure of the liquid or gas
that is passing through it. In any given
application, an installed valve has one
fundamental variable – the position of
the moving element, which could be a
profiled ball, plug, or sleeve in the valve.
That single moving element determines
the exposed orifice that allows greater
or lesser flow through the valve, which in
turn provides the control of the process.

Figure 1. Ideal control would have the set point very close to
the limit of quality or capacity. The graph at the left showing
large process variability, such as that associated with
traditional pneumatic control-valve actuators, makes this
difficult. On the other hand, the new generation of electric
control-valve actuators reduces the variability, so that the
highest quality and capacity can be achieved.
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A control valve actuator is used to move the valve
stem (which is attached to the internal control
element) to the desired position and hold it in place.
In addition to the act of moving and holding positions,
there are many other parameters to that movement
which determine the best type of actuator that should
be used for every specific application. For example,
other important considerations might include speed,
repeatability, resolution, and stiffness.
Carefully consider the specific demands of your
process
The demands of the process significantly impact the
demands placed on the valve and by association,
the requirements of the actuator, so it performs
adequately.
When selecting the proper actuator for an application,
the first and most fundamental consideration is the
actuator’s ability to overcome the reactive force of the
valve. That force is mainly a function of valve size
and differential pressure across the valve as well as
packing and/or seat friction.
Clearly, the force generated by the actuator must be
sufficient to overcome valve forces. In many cases,
control valves may have a seating force requirement
in excess of the mid-travel force demand. Therefore,
valve actuators are required to be sized to the
maximum force generated by the valve.
Another important consideration is the dynamic
performance requirement, or speed of the actuator, so
that the valve can adequately meet process demands.
There are two elements that should be considered
when evaluating actuator speed. The first is the
reaction time to initiate movement after a demand
signal change, and the other is the speed of operation
once motion is initiated.
It’s important to note that electronically controlled
electric actuators react almost instantaneously
to a demand change when required. Pneumatic
actuators, on the other hand, need to physically build
up sufficient pressure in the piston or diaphragm to

initiate movement. That generates a delay or dead
time, which can negatively impact the process.

more valuable to the process than actuators that do
not have this capability.

Once motion is initiated, an electric actuator is
restricted by the maximum speed of its motor,
whereas a pneumatic actuator can move as quickly
as the air can drive the piston or diaphragm. For
smaller incremental changes in demand, the electric
actuator’s reaction time is significantly faster than an
equivalent pneumatic actuator with a nominal dead
time. Conversely, for large swings in demand signal,
pneumatic actuators have the advantage of faster
stroking speeds over longer distances.

New electric actuators can significantly improve
traditional performance
While some pneumatic valve positioners catalog
resolutions on the order of 0.1% that claim can be
misleading. That is, once those positioners are coupled
to pneumatic valve actuators, feedback linkage
connections and other external factors diminish the
resolution. Certain new electric actuators, however,
combine the position feedback as an integral
component of the actuator and are thus able to
achieve genuine performance figures in the region of
0.1% repeatability and resolution.

Other important considerations in actuator selection
are resolution, repeatability, and precision. Resolution
is defined as the minimum change in demand signal
that results in a change in output when moving in the
same direction. This is an important measurement
as it determines how finely the control valve can be
positioned to affect the process. Repeatability is the
closeness of agreement of a number of consecutive
measurements of the output for the same value of
inputs when approaching from the same direction.
The combination of resolution and repeatability
impacts the precision in which the control valve can
be positioned.

It should also be noted that the nature and application
of control valves often conspire to diminish the
dynamic performance of the valve. Valve packing
friction in globe valves or seat friction in ball valves can
cause problems when trying to dynamically position a
valve to a new set point in a minimum time.
Because air is a compressible medium, it has difficulty
in providing precise control, especially when valves are
“sticky.” The static friction in the valve requires excess
air to be introduced to the actuator in order to break

Figure 2. Block diagram of control circuit.

The benefit of precise control on process variability
is well documented: the greater the precision, the
greater the control that can be exerted over the
process. That is, a greater precision can significantly
reduce process variability, which can have a positive
impact on the quality of the product produced as
well as the production capacity the plant can achieve.
These benefits accrue from using a more precisely
controlled valve. Actuators that are able to deliver
high repeatability and high resolution are therefore

the valve from the seat or the packing friction. Once
the valve has broken free, the dynamic friction being
less causes the excess air to overshoot the desired set
point causing an oscillation.
The oscillation adversely affects process variability.
Similarly, pneumatic actuators when mounted on
globe valves tend to exhibit resilience under the action
of a pressure spike or surge in the pipeline media.
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Control Valve Actuators continued...
speed and that error signal in turn is fed into the
motor controller.
The accuracy of the sensors coupled with the control
logic circuit can result in the elimination of overshoot
normally experienced on “sticky valves.” By eliminating
overshoot, process variability is significantly reduced
and many significant benefits result.
Also, new electric control valve actuators put to rest
a common perception that electric actuators are
susceptible to mechanical wear when used for constant
modulation. With careful gear design and material
selection the drive train of the new generation of
control valves actuators can achieve many millions of
cycles, even under the full-rated load of the actuator.
In fact, some tests have shown that over 200 million
cycles can be achieved even at elevated loads.

Rotork CVA all-electric control valve actuators (available in
rotary and linear actions)

Electric actuators, on the other hand, with their
mechanical drive train are inherently stiffer and are
able to hold the set point better. That means that
under surge or cavitation conditions, the valve will
hold its position and maintain the process set point.
Technological advances: Times Have Changed
Currently, the industry standard for control valve
actuators is the spring diaphragm unit with a digital
positioner.
Because of its simplicity, the spring
diaphragm actuator is found in virtually every type of
application and is simple, robust, and easily provides
a fail open/close capability. Digital positioners have
become sophisticated enough to overcome, to a certain
degree, the problems of a stick slip and overshoot, but
can be extremely demanding in terms of calibration,
set up, and maintenance.
Until recently, the control of electric actuators was
inferior to spring-diaphragm control valve actuators,
either the electric drive was too slow to provide the
response required, or the motor and drive train inertia
of high-speed actuators precluded precise positioning.
New control technology has overcome these problems
by sensing not just the output position of the actuator
but also the motor position and speed. The block
diagram of the control circuit (see Figure 2) shows that
the output of the actuator is fed back and compared
to the demand position signal. The resulting error
signal is fed into the motor speed profile. The actual
speed of the motor is then compared to the demand
50
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Another obstacle when comparing functionality
of conventional spring diaphragm actuators with
electric actuators is the ability to fail to an open/close
position. Recent developments in electric actuators
have utilized stored energy in super capacitors. The
electrical energy stored in the capacitor can generate
a high power density enabling the electric motor and
drive train to position the actuator not only to an open
or close position but to any selected intermediate
position. This versatility can deliver additional benefits
to some processes where complete shutdown of the
process could be a problem.
Summary
The technological developments incorporated in
the new generation of electric actuators offer many
significant functional and performance advantages
over conventional control valve actuators.
Electric actuators can deliver improved process
variability due to the precision of their performance.
Reaction to changes in set point and maintenance
of the set point, even when there are upsets in the
process, can significantly reduce process variability.
In addition, the new generation electric actuators
are easily installed and integrated into Bus systems
such as Hart, Foundation Fieldbus, and Profibus.
Another significant benefit is that electric control
valve actuators eliminate the sometimes troublesome
instrument air supply requirement.		
Also, the new electric control valve actuators have
an integral thrust or torque sensor (depending on
whether the actuator is a linear or quarter-turn
output). The measurement of thrust and torque is
invaluable when combined with simultaneous reading
of position. These readings are retained in the control
valve actuator’s built-in data logger and can be
downloaded for detailed analysis.
Because thrust measurement or torque measurement
is a direct reading – not one that is derived from
the pressure over a piston or diaphragm area – the

measurement is immediate and accurate. That means
the changes in the characteristic of the valve can be
monitored to predict when maintenance related to
packing or seats is required.
Finally, the human machine interfaces (HMI) that
are available for use with these new electric control
valve actuators provide easy access to important
performance and analytical data.
Simple and
user-friendly HMI tools such as PDAs and laptop
computers can communicate wirelessly via BlueTooth™
to the actuator.

the installation of the CVA actuators in 2009, the allelectric actuators have performed extremely well, and
unlike pneumatic actuators, there is no drift in the
actuator calibration, so accurate control is ensured
without continuous maintenance intervention.

All of the settings, configurations, calibration, data
logging, and analysis tools are available to facilitate
easy installation of the control valve actuator and to
provide the information appropriate to the modern
plant’s asset management systems.
A wealth of applications
Rotork CVA all-electric control-valve actuators are
ideal for a wide range of applications that demand
precise operation, reliability, and freedom from the
encumbrances associated with instrument air. Below
are just a few examples of applications where CVA
actuators are currently being used:
• Fuel terminals
• Power stations
• Chemical plants
• Offshore oil and gas production platforms
• Oil and gas wells
• Manufacturing facilities
• Water and wastewater treatment plants
• HVAC plants
There are a lot more.

To meet a provincial environmental mandate, a Canadian
water plant needed to upgrade the way it removes chlorine
from residuals resulting from its treatment process.

CVAs help water plant meet a strict environmental
mandate
To accomplish the upgrade, the plant selected a valve
that would best suit their process and matched it
to the CVA precision electric control valve actuator.
Before the CVA was introduced, a precision electric
actuator with manual override and fail-to-position
capability was not available.
Testing was done using three actuators mounted to
valves installed at a pilot project. One is a replacement
of a pump sitting beside an existing unit and the other
two are mounted in the same split range configuration
that will be used at a sister plant to handle flows that
range from 0.0138 L/min to 30.6523 L/min. The
smaller valve will have a Cv of 0.1, and the larger valve
will have a Cv of 2.5. The actuators are programmed to
adjust accordingly based on flow meter data collected
immediately prior to the process seeing the control
valves. The testing proved the effectiveness of the
CVA on the precision Fisher valves. Sixteen more CVAs
are being installed at the sister plant.
NOTE: You can obtain a document that will help you
calculate the cost savings of electric vs. air power by
contacting:

A fertilizer plant, which produces a full line of nitrogen
fertilizers and industrial products, purchased five CVA
electric actuators so they didn’t have to depend on
instrument air. By using all-electric control-valve
actuators, it means that moisture and particulate
contamination from instrument air is no longer a
worry. In the past, they had experienced problems
with check valves and leakage with air receivers. Since

Rotork Process Controls

Email: chris.warnett@rotork.com
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Apprentices Join KOSO Kent Introl
Yorkshire-based engineering firm, KOSO Kent Introl (KKI), has taken on four new
apprentice engineers, offering them the opportunity to develop specialist engineering
skills, whilst being supported to complete reputable industry qualifications.
David Limb, sales director at KKI said: “The industry
needs to invest in and support young people into the
profession, so that we can secure highly skilled people
for the long-term future of British engineering.
“Engineering apprenticeships offer an entry level route
into the profession, through a structured programme
of learning both on and off the job. We have a
number of employees in the company who started at
the apprenticeship level and have progressed onto
advanced engineering roles. This is a real testament
to how engineering apprenticeships can add value,
both to the employer and the apprentice.”
The four new apprentices will work towards the NVQ
Advanced Level 3 in Mechanical Engineering over the
next three years. They will benefit from a combination
of four days a week of workplace learning and training
and one day a week of study at Huddersfield College.
James Purchon joins as apprentice engineer at the
age of 19, having studied IT at Kirklees College. He
starts in the assembly shop area of the company and
has ambitions to progress onto the Higher National
Certificate (HNC).
Rosie Scott joins KKI as technical apprentice,
after completing a BTEC National Diploma in
Manufacturing Engineering. She works in a practical
workshop environment and has a particular interest in
engineering design, with the aim of progressing her
career towards a design engineer.
Rosie said: “I chose the engineering apprenticeship
route as it offers the chance to work and study, whilst
being paid. It gives me an opportunity to learn about
many aspects of engineering.”

(From left to right) Rosie Scott, Robert Clark, Jacob Craven,
James Purchon

17-year old Jacob Craven is the company’s youngest
apprentice and starts his engineering career straight
from school. He joins as an apprentice engineer in the
machine shop.
Robert Clark starts as a technical apprentice in the
research and development area of the business. He
has ambitions to go on to compete a degree and have
a long-term career as an engineer.

KOSO Kent Introl

Tel: 01484 710311
Website: www.kentintrol.com

Gometrics Appoints Pressure Tech
Leading Spanish distributor GoMetrics
has appointed UK regulator manufacturer
Pressure Tech to supply the important
Spanish market.
This is a significant move by the Barcelona-based
distributor, who previously stocked Tescom products.
It’s also further recognition of the quality of Pressure
Tech regulators, whose innovative designs and
expanding product range is contributing to their
success in the market. The development follows
52
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similar key international distributor appointments for
Pressure Tech including Euromekanik for Sweden and
Accutech Fluid Products Pte Ltd for Singapore.

Pressure Tech

Tel: 01457 988307
Website: www.pressure-tech.com
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Rotork’s Compact Automatic Filter
Enables Final Effluent Recycling
A compact Rotork actuated
automatic backwashing filter
is providing reliable, efficient
and
economical
filtration
of final effluent for drum
thickener washing duty at a
sewage treatment works on
the south coast of England.
Using filtered final effluent
is saving the operator the
considerable cost previously
incurred by the use of mains
water for this duty.
The Cross Phoenix Type R filter is
installed at the Wessex Water Weymouth
Sewage Treatment Works, a ‘flagship’
Wessex Water site utilising state-of-theart activated sludge treatment in a fully
enclosed environment. The Cross filter
incorporates a Rotork IQTF electric
rotary valve actuator to operate the
integral backwashing valve, reversing
the flow to each of the unit’s six
stainless steel filter coils in sequence,
without interrupting the continuous
filtration performance.
Backwashing is triggered automatically
by a pressure differential switch that
senses the increased pressure drop
across the filter caused by the build-up
of debris on the filter coils. The filter
is rated at 200 microns and operates
at a maximum flow rate of 18 litres
The Rotork actuated automatic backwashing filter installation at Wessex
per second. The compact installation
Water’s Weymouth STW
at Weymouth incorporates a pump
the proven benefits of Rotork actuation technology
on the inlet from the adjacent final effluent holding
as standard, including non-intrusive setting and
tank which supplies the filter. The pump increases
commissioning, operational data-logging, diagnostics
the inlet water pressure to 6 bar, providing enough
and compatibility with water industry-preferred digital
pressure to ensure both efficient washing of the
control protocols including Profibus. Unlike other filter
drum filters and backwashing of the filter coils. Cross
designs, installing the Phoenix Type R filter is claimed
filter coils utilise a patented ‘zero gravity’ design,
to be as simple as installing a single motorised valve.
whereby the coils open evenly along their entire length
during backwashing to ensure completely efficient
cleaning without any mechanical scrapers or other
moving parts.
The Cross Phoenix Type R filter has been developed
specifically for the water and waste treatment
industry and claims to be the only filter of its type to
use a Rotork actuator for this type of application. The
IP68 watertight actuator provides a single electrical
interface for power and control cabling and offers
54
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Rotork Controls Ltd

Tel: 01225 733200
Website: www.rotork.com

Schuck connects

Schuck- a name synonymous with quality,
based on three decades of global experience,
developing and manufacturing valves and
actuation systems.

Schuck Valves Limited
Tel: + 44 (0) 800 634 0082
Fax: + 44 (0) 1455 636090
Email: sales@schuck-valves.com
www.schuck-group.com
Ball Valves – Actuators – Check Valves – Insulation Joints
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Leeds Valve appoint new Sales Manager
Leeds Valve, world leaders in the manufacture and supply of butterfly
valves for niche applications, has appointed David Cartlidge as Sales
Manager to develop global markets.
David has over 30 years’
experience in Sales and Sales
management roles within the
valve industry working for
distribution & manufacturing
organisations in both the UK
and International markets.
David’s extensive knowledge
of the valve and actuator
market has been gained from
David Cartlidge, Leeds
working at Pegler & Louden,
Valve Sales Manager
Tomoe Butterfly Valves UK
and more recently as Business Development Manager
for Hi-Flow Valves.

team. Having completely overhauled the business
operations over the last two years, this new direct
customer facing role is the latest in the development of
the business since our acquisition of it and David will
be regularly visiting customers old and new to further
improve customer service and support.”
This appointment represents yet another significant
step forward for Leeds Valve since the acquisition by
Flow Group in October 2007. Not only have Leeds
Valve dramatically improved the on time delivery
of orders to over 95% on time, but also they have
upgraded their Quality Management System and are
now approved by Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance
to ISO 9001:2008.

“I am thrilled to join Leeds Valve and look
forward to the challenges of developing the UK
and overseas markets for a range of speciality,
application driven products.”
John Wall, Managing Director of Flow group said “We
are very pleased to have David join the Leeds Valve
team. He brings a tremendous amount of product and
market experience to further complement the existing
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Leeds Valve

Tel: 0113 252 5051
Website: www.leeds-valve.com
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Crane’s New XOMOX
XLB Lined Ball Valve

®

Crane ChemPharma Flow
Solutions™ Launches New
XOMOX® XLB Lined Ball Valve
Crane ChemPharma Flow Solutions™, XOMOX®
recently announced that is has started shipping its
new XLB Lined Ball Valve. The patented design of
this new global lined ball valve (GLBV) offers multiple
advantages, including:
1) An innovative stem sealing system that provides
safety and long term fugitive emission control
under extreme conditions
2) Dynamic body joint design that allows the valve to
retain pressure boundary during thermal cycles
3) Lower torque which translates into reduced
actuation costs and space saving.
The new design is available in ½ to 6 inch (15 -150
mm) sizes (as per ASME, EN, and JIS). The entire valve
is sized to have little or no extension beyond the flange
diameter, thus allowing the valve to be used in parallel
piping systems easily without having to increase the
dimensions of the system. It also features a smooth,
painted surface that allows for effective wash down,
limiting the potential for external corrosion.

“Crane conceptualized the design behind the new XLB Lined Ball Valve
in response to the growing industry demand for a safer and costeffective solution,” said Hari Jinaga, Global Business Line Manager for
CRANE ChemPharma Flow Solutions, XOMOX. “Our XLB Lined Ball Valve
addresses those concerns and features a metallic core, PFA lining and
advanced sealing technology that come together to resist corrosion and
withstand varying temperature and pressure ranges, all while providing a
safe user experience.”

Manufacturers of Pressure
Regulators and Control Valves
Pilot Operated
Steam Regulator

All wetted components of the XOMOX Lined Ball Valve XLB are fully lined
with permeation resistant PFA material as a barrier to corrosion, but PVDF
and Anti-static PFA lining options are also offered. Additionally, an all
stainless steel option will be available shortly after launch.
Pilot Operated
Regulator

Pressure Reducing/
Relief Regulator

Crane ChemPharma Flow Solutions

ESME Valves Ltd

Tel: 01633 486 666
Website: www.cranechempharma.com

Tel: 44 (0) 1256 464646
Fax: 44 (0) 1256 841597
e-mail: sales@esme-valves.co.uk

www.esme-valves.co.uk
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When safety is paramount
whose valves do you rely on?
ASCO Numatics valves are used in medical and analytical
equipment worldwide. Built with reliability in mind, they are
the safe option whether safeguarding premature babies or
safeguarding the lives of plant personnel.
For Safety Instrumented Systems we offer 1oo1 pilot valves,
1oo2 pilot valves with redundant valves or coils, and 2oo2
redundant control systems – available with single certified
pilot valves or in a compact Actuator Control System. We
also offer an extensive range of hazardous area certification
for all world areas. That is why ASCO Numatics is the valve
supplier of choice on process plants around the world.
For more information call 01695 713600, e-mail
enquiries.asconumatics.uk@emerson.com or visit
www.asconumatics.co.uk

The Emerson logo is a trademark and a service mark of Emerson Electric Co. The ASCO logo is a registered trademark of ASCO Valve Inc. © 2011 ASCO. All rights reserved.
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Adanac - 25 years and
still going strong!
Adanac cofounder Michael
Ball reflects on
the last 25 years.
From humble
beginnings to
global supply
Michael Ball of Adanac

Sue Ball

SHOW CARRIAGE LIMITED

Imagine you had to send
this egg to an exhibition
in another country …
….. how would you
send yours?

•
•
•
•

SEA / AIR / ROAD FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION
SITE HANDLING / LIFTING / STORAGE
ON-SITE MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISION
PROJECT SPECIALISTS

E mail: info@showcarriage.com Tel: +44 (0) 1371 820820
www.showcarriage.com
Fax: +44 (0) 1371 820720
A MEMBER OF THE CHARLES KENDALL GROUP OF COMPANIES
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Adanac commenced trading
nearly 25 years ago on Dec
1st 1986, formed by Michael
and Susan Ball following their
return from Canada, with some
initial assistance from Susan’s
father, the late Derek Ogden.
The main focus of the company
was to provide valve users
and distributors with a quality
source for non-standard or
modified valves.
The first premises had been an 1100sq
ft workshop with office facility in
Bury St Edmunds. A range of suitable
machinery was purchased and “metal
cutting” commenced about 10 days later.
Workshop staff had consisted Michael
doing the machining, fitting and welding
as well as administrative tasks and Susan
manning the phones, doing the books and
carrying out hydro-testing, eventually we
got heat in the workshop!
As business progressed we further
expanded our team, including our
Engineering Director Neil West, who
joined the company in June 1988, as well
as Andrew Gillespy (Chief Test Specialist)
and Richard Sharpe (Production Manager)
who are still with us today.

Adanac Head Office, Woolpit

As time went on the business thrived, receiving more
orders, which required more staff and machinery.
Expansion led to a move (across the street) to Unit 11,
a palatial 3000sqft workshop with second floor offices
where we stayed for approximately 3 years; until we
quickly ran out of space again.
A lack of suitable property to rent or buy in Bury St.
Edmunds sent us looking elsewhere. We moved to
our current 10,000 sq ft factory at Woolpit Business
Park, built to our requirements and latterly facilitated
a fabrication and welding shop, mezzanine floor for
stock and component storage and the dedicated ATaCS
high pressure gas and low temperature test area.
Staffing is currently in the low twenties with a wide
range of workshop and engineering skills available
in a comprehensive manufacturing facility supported
by QA and design functions and an efficient general
office and sales team. Adanac now actively seek
motivated school leavers to join our staff by operating
an apprenticeship scheme. This scheme, coupled
with our continued commitment to training, ensures
Adanac are at the forefront of industry developments
and engineering techniques.
Over the years, Adanac’s range of products and
services has gradually increased. After initially focusing
on modest modification and machining, we have
progressed to the advanced engineering techniques
involved in our cryogenic conversions, cryogenic
testing and valve jacketing services currently offered.

From our initial humble beginnings we are now
recognised throughout the oil, gas and petrochemical
industries as the specialist modification shop of choice
and have close working relationships with many major
worldwide valve manufacturers including Flowserve,
Kitz, Velan, OMB, Conbraco and Tyco. Our current
client portfolio consists of a number of global blue
chip organisations such as Air Products, BOC, National
Grid, Shell, Ineos and British Sugar and further
highlights Adanac’s reputation for quality and service
within the industry.
Adanac continues to grow and in February 2011
we opened our Midlands Sales office in Cannock,
Staffordshire. The central location enables our external
sales team to maintain contact with our customers
within the UK and Worldwide.
We look forward to the next 25 years with eager
anticipation!

Adanac Valve Specialities Limited
Tel: +44 (0) 1543 578738
Website: www.adanac.co.uk
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Shipham Valves gains UL/
FM listings for Ni Aluminium
Bronze Gate Valves
Shipham Valves have successfully gained UL/FM
listing for a range of Ni Aluminium Bronze Gate
Valves (2" to 16" port diameter Class 150/300)
that formed part of a multi-million dollar
contract for Qatar Petroleum’s Ras Laffan Port
Expansion project.
The contract was awarded to
Shipham Valves for UL/FM gate
valves to be used within the
main fire protection sea water
pipelines.
The fire protection
system will service the full
project scope including quay
walls for the liquefied natural
gas (LNG) berths, container
berths and coast guard jetty,
together
with
administrative
buildings
and
electricity
substations for the port.

Mr Ron Strang, Technical Director
of Shipham Valves said “The
extensive and stringent testing
completed by Shipham to achieve
this UL/FM certification underpins
the first class quality of our
products which combined with
the UL and FM ethos ultimately
provides credible confidence to
our end user customer and their
facility insurers”
UL and FM are recognised
globally as the standard for loss
prevention.
Here are relevant
extracts from both the UL and FM
mission statements;
UL – “Supporting the production
and use of products which are
physically and environmentally
safe and to apply our efforts
to prevent or reduce loss of life
and property”
FM – “Objectively testing property
loss prevention products and
services and certifying those
that meet rigorous loss prevention
standards”

Shipham Valves

Shipham Valves UL & FM Approved
Nickel Aluminium Bronze Gate Valve

Shipham Valves are pleased to
now offer this range of Nickel
Aluminium Bronze Gate Valves
certified and listed to UL 262 and
FM 1120/1130 to other clients
who require it.

Tel: 01482 323163
Website: www.shipham-valves.com
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Rotork worldwide. 87 countries. 15 manufacturing plants. 279 offices and agents
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K Controls New Valve
Position Monitor
K Controls announce an important addition to their range of
valve position monitors for use in hazardous atmospheres and
hostile environments
The 007-100 Exd IIC Position Monitor is ATEX and IECEx certified for
use in gas Zones 1 and 2 and dust Zones 21 and 22. Gas certification
varies with content and is typically Exd IIC T4 (T ambient -20°C to
+80°C) or Exd IIC T6 (T ambient -20°C to +40°C). The ambient
temperature limits can exceed those of other Exd products in the
K Controls range. For example, there is a decrease in the lower
limit from -50°C to -60°C and with 5 amp switches the upper limits
increase from +40°C to +70°C at T6 and from +80°C to +120°C at
T4. For explosive dust environments the product is certified Exd tb
IIIC T135°C or Ex d tb IIIC T85°C.
The CE marked, IP67 enclosure is more compact than the existing
007-120 Exd IIC and is available in both coated aluminium or ANC
4B (316) stainless steel.
A single M20 conduit entry is standard. ½" NPT is an option together
with the following dual conduit entry combinations: M20 + M20,
M20 + M25, ½" NPT + ½" NPT or ½" NPT + 3/4" NPT.

Designed for use in the oil, gas and
petrochemical industries the unit can
be fitted to a wide range of quarter turn
or linear valve actuators. It can also be
fitted to the handles or gearboxes of
manually operated valves.
The product has been designed to
accommodate, as an option, the latest
version of the top mounted highly
visible Klearvision position indicator
that can be used in IIC hazardous areas.
There is a very extensive range of
monitoring equipment that can be
fitted in this new 007-100 Exd IIC
Position Monitor.
Switch options include one or two
micro switches, hermetically sealed
magnetically operated reed switches
and standard or failsafe inductive
proximity sensors. A solenoid back
wiring facility can be provided so that
switches and solenoid can be wired to
the control room via a single multicore
cable without the requirement for a
separate junction box.
For continuous feedback of valve
position or for monitoring the
performance of critical emergency
shutdown valves during partial stroke
testing, 4-20mA, 4-20mA + HART®,
PROFIBUS® PA or FOUNDATION™
FIELDBUS position transmitters are
available.

K Controls Ltd

Tel: 01895 449 601
Website: www.k-controls.co.uk
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Virtually every plane in the sky relies
on MSP components for Safety
Critical applications
Quality
■
■
■
■
■

BS 9001
AS 9100
NADCAP
In-house Load Test facility with 100% and CPC inspection and testing regimes.
Robust management systems coupled with a state-of-the-art ERP system to
constantly improve our already enviable OTIF reputation.

Springs & Wireforms
■
■

■
■

Virtually every spring type and wire form, from 0.1 to 20mm wire diameter.
Materials include beryllium copper, tungsten, stainless steel, phosphor bronze,
titanium, copper, brass, nickel alloys, carbon steel and polymers.
From hand crafted to the latest automatic CNC spring-coilers and wire-formers.
Over 500 collective years of experience and state of the art spring design CAD
software at your disposal.

Presswork & Assemblies
■
■
■

■

Vast range of equipment and blanking capacity up to 125 tons.
Same wide range of ferrous, non-ferrous and synthetic materials as our springs.
All of our tooling is manufactured and maintained in-house via our extensive tool
room including EDM capability to give you excellent quality and repeatability.
In-house vibro peening, chemical etching and inkjet marking.

Applications
■

■
■

■

Microscopic gold plated contact springs, gate valve actuation compression springs,
Belleville washers, seal springs and gaskets. You name it, we cover all aspects of
spring and presswork for the valve and actuation industry.
Aggressive and demanding safety critical environments.
Our products are in use in outer space, the deepest oceans and everywhere
in between.
Batch sizes range from one to millions.

Confidence
With almost 50 years trading history and over 500 years of combined spring &
presswork experience, there is very little we don’t know about spring making
and press working. We have been partnering Aerospace, Oil & Gas and Medical
industries for many years, often with safety critical applications.

Contact our sales office to find out why a growing number
of Valve and Actuation companies are choosing MSP.

Excellence without Compromise
Call us on 01527 69121 or
email@microspring.co.uk
www.microspring.co.uk
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Emerson Expands Fieldvue™
Digital Valve Controllers
Emerson expands Fieldvue™ digital valve controllers to
include FDT/DTM system interface. Easily integrated
with all process control host systems
Emerson’s Fisher® FIELDVUE digital valve controllers with HART
and FOUNDATION fieldbus communications can now be integrated
into any process control system that supports FDT/DTM technology.
Using ValveLink™ DTM software, users can communicate with
any FIELDVUE digital valve controller, to perform start-up,
commissioning and diagnostic activities.
ValveLink software has been certified by the FDT Group for
compliance with FDT standards. It has also been tested and certified
for use with FDT compliant host systems including Honeywell,
Invensys and Yokogawa.
FIELDVUE digital valve controllers have a long history of using the
AMS ValveLink SNAP-ON to integrate into HART and FOUNDATION
fieldbus host systems, such as Emerson’s DeltaV™ and Ovation™

Emerson’s FIELDVUE digital valve controllers
easily integrate with all process control host
systems

digital automation systems. The addition
of DTM support provides another avenue to
continue this strong integration tradition
for FIELDVUE instrument customers.
Performance and reliability are the
foundation for the FIELDVUE family of
digital valve controllers. Their role is
to maintain control valve performance,
diagnose the assembly, and enable
predictive maintenance. FIELDVUE digital
valve controllers have logged millions of
operating hours and have earned high
praise from companies that employ their
technology to improve plant availability.
Built for extreme conditions, they have
proven themselves by surviving difficult
process environments in the refining,
chemical, nuclear, oil and gas, power, and
pulp and paper industries.

Industrial and process

Marine industry

For additional information on the ValveLink
DTM software or FIELDVUE digital
valve controllers, contact an Emerson
Process Management sales office and
request the FIELDVUE digital valve
controllers brochure.

Water

Solenoids

Butterfly Ball Gate

Valves

Safety Valves

Air

Meters
Globe Strainers Pressure Gauges Ther-

Pneumatics Steam Traps Fire Hydrants Boiler Valves

t +44 ( 0 ) 23 80669 666

sales@johnsonvalves.com

f +44 ( 0 ) 23 80669 606

www.johnsonvalves.com
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Emerson Process Management
Tel: 0870 240 1978
Website: www.emersonprocess.co.uk

Our customers trust us to provide an
unparalleled aftercare service that will
return them to full operations in
the shortest time possible.
Drawing on four decades of
engineering excellence from our UK
factory in Yorkshire, our dedicated and
experienced aftercare team is highly
skilled, fully qualified for UK and
Norwegian sector offshore work, and
can be mobilised within 24 hours to
attend incidents anywhere in the world.

All spares are issued with an
OEM guarantee and a certificate of
conformance, and our unique tracing
system gives us a complete history
for every valve ever manufactured
or overhauled in our factory.

kentintrol

At Koso Kent Introl we are proud
to provide our customers with an
aftercare service based on quality
without compromise. Talk to us
today to get expert advice on your
maintenance, overhaul and
unplanned service requirements.

FOR VALVE OVERHAUL DURING
SCHEDULED SHUTDOWN
ON-SITE REPAIRS DURING
AN UNPLANNED OUTAGE
OR OUR FAST-TRACK SPARES SERVICE

KOSO KENT INTROL LIMITED
ARMYTAGE ROAD, BRIGHOUSE, WEST YORKSHIRE HD6 1QF
TELEPHONE +44 (0)1484 710311 EMAIL info@kentintrol.com
WWW.KENTINTROL.COM

Koso Kent Introl is part of the KOSO Group of companies.
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A Model of British
Manufacturing:
Koso Kent Introl
Recently, much has been made of the
fact that manufacturing is leading
the way in Britain’s fragile economic
recovery, and that this sector is
embracing the need to invest, in order
to remain competitive, globally.
Nowhere is this more evident than at Yorkshirebased Koso Kent Introl, where bespoke topside
and subsea valves have been manufactured for oil
and gas customers all over the world for more than
four decades.
Understanding that their customers are embarking on
increasingly sophisticated production projects, that
quality and safety are even more important following
events in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010, and that cost will
always be the fundamental driver, KKI has embarked
on a significant investment programme recently, to
ensure their position at the forefront of the industry
is maintained.
A seven-figure sum has been invested across the
company, to increase capacity, improve efficiency
and to maintain the quality of output on which KKI’s
reputation is built.
Denis Westcott, Managing
Director of KKI is clear why
this strategy is the right
one: “The investment we are
making is in our people, in
our processes, in our facilities
and in new machinery, and
it’s a clear statement of
Denis Westcott, MD, KKI
our ongoing commitment to
provide a world-class service, to our customers around
the world.”
Wetcott’s commitment to this programme is already
in evidence at the KKI site in Brighouse, where change
is very much in the air.
Factory three
For a start, a third factory has recently been opened,
just a few hundred yards from the original factory on
Armytage Road, where the company has been based
since the 1960s. The new facility is now the home
of the Aftermarket team; responsible for service
68
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and spares. The 18,000 square foot site has been
configured with absolute efficiency in mind, and fitted
out to enable the team to be entirely self-sufficient;
manufacturing their own parts and housing their own
stock. Since time is almost always the customer’s
greatest concern in aftermarket orders, this will enable
the team to be even more responsive and efficient in
turning around valves.
The new facility also creates extra capacity for
scheduled shut-down or maintenance programmes
that demand high volume turnaround in short
timeframes.
New machinery
The machine shop is currently being reconfigured to
accommodate several new machines which will be
arriving in the coming months. Alongside a Mazak
Integrex 200-4T, due to be installed in May 2011, an
order was placed in February for a Dorries Scharmann
Machining Centre, a piece of kit so complex that it
will take 15 months to be produced in Germany and a
further two to install. This machine will create a vastly
more efficient way of working on the shop floor, giving
the team the ability to produce higher volumes in less
time, with less waste.

Lynn Mowbray, Operations
Director, explains the benefits:
“This new machinery is going
to make a huge difference to
our operational capability;
especially for some of the
high volume projects we have
on our order books. It’s vital
Lynn Mowbray,
that we have the ability to
Operations Director, KKI keep production in-house and
maintain absolute standards of quality.
“In the context of the company’s ongoing Continuous
Improvement programme, this will help us to maintain
our position at the forefront of our industry. We’re
aiming for world-class engineering and manufacturing
practices in every aspect of what we do.”
Testing facilities
In keeping with the ideal of self-sufficiency, and not
wishing to rely on third parties for any stage of the
production process, KKI’s investment has also included
extending its on-site testing capabilities. Construction
of a state-of-the art gas test facility (one of possibly
only 3 or 4 in the UK, currently) is well underway, and
is expected to be fully operational by July 2011. New,
larger and better equipped testing bays are already in
place for hydro-testing, body gas testing, API testing
and fugitive emissions testing, as well as million-step
test hardware that runs 24/7.
Having this capability in-house is vital in being able to
control cost, time and quality across the KKI range. It
will also enable KKI to supply testing services to other
manufacturers for the first time.

Crane ChemPharma
Flow Solutions™
Executive Elected to BVAA Executive Committee

Crane ChemPharma Flow Solutions™ is
pleased to announce that David Jones,
Vice President and General Manager
of its Saunders brand, has been
elected to stand on the British Valve &
Actuator Association’s (BVAA) Executive
Committee for the next three years.
As a member of the committee, Jones
will leverage his experience within the
industry to assist in the organization
and steering of BVAA’s activities and
policies.
Jones has held the position of Vice President and
General Manager of Saunders since August 2009.
Prior to this role, Jones served as the Vice President of
Operations and Site Leader of the company’s Cwmbran
facility in the United Kingdom. Before joining Crane
ChemPharma Flow Solutions, Jones served as the
General Manager for several companies, including
printing company Communisis and communication
cable manufacturer Brand-Rex.

Continuous Improvement
Significantly, KKI realises that, whilst investing in
infrastructure is important, it’s equally vital to ensure
that a similar investment in its people is made at the
same time. For this reason, Denis Westcott personally
instigated the Continuous Improvement philosophy
that is evident in the progress that KKI is making
towards its goals of quality, efficiency and excellence.
It’s this vision of ensuring that employees take pride
and personal responsibility for their work, and are fully
engaged in seeking better ways of working that will
be crucial to KKI’s enduring success. In many ways,
this has always been the culture at KKI, but, in the face
of increasing competition and industry pressures, it’s
clear that this ideal is more important than ever. As
a result, the KKI team is energised by the investment
in its future capability, and is more than ready for the
challenges ahead.

Koso Kent Introl

Tel: 01484 710311
Website: www.kentintrol.com

David Jones, Vice President and General Manager of
Saunders

Crane ChemPharma Flow Solutions

Tel: 01633 486 666
Website: www.cranechempharma.com
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Tyco’s New Literature
for Oil and Gas Industry
Tyco Valves & Controls has released new literature for its specialist
range of subsea valves & actuators used in the oil and gas industry.
Two new brochures, Tyco Subsea Valve Solutions and Subsea
Actuation Systems, focus on its FCT and Fasani valve brands, and
Biffi actuators and demonstrate its in-depth knowledge of shallow,
deep and ultra deep water applications.
With oil and gas exploration
continuing to push the boundaries
of valve and actuator engineering,
Tyco Valves & Controls has similarly
developed its products to meet
the latest demands of the subsea
industry.
The new literature
highlights
subsea
valve
and
actuation
applications
and
showcases the business’ capability
in providing complete valve and
actuator packages, engineered to
meet specific project requirements.
Supported by a dedicated technical
team and backed by facilities

Tyco Subsea Brochure
Belleville_A4fpAd
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Belleville Springs is a member of the Springmasters® Group

Consultancy, Design,
Manufacture and
Distribution...

Your
complete
solution for
DISC SPRINGS AND BELLEVILLE WASHERS
Arthur Street, Lakeside, Redditch, Worcestershire B98 8JY.
Tel: +44 (0)1527 500500
Fax: +44 (0)1527 517039
info@bellevillesprings.com
www.bellevillesprings.com
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Biffi Subsea Brochure

including specialist testing capabilities,
such as simulating conditions at 3000
meters water depth, oil and gas operators
can be confident that valve and actuation
products from Tyco Valves & Controls will
meet and exceed the standards required.
“We have continually invested in our
facilities, research operations and product
development, and this has enabled us to
develop an industry-leading service with
the capability to provide Finite Element
Analysis (FEA), deep water simulation and
a wide range of stringent tests,” comments
Jim Headridge, Oil & Gas Industry Manager
at Tyco Valves and Controls.
“Our new literature ensures our customers
can be confident when selecting valve and
actuation products for subsea applications.
We test our products in state-of-the-art
hyperbaric chambers and our engineers
tailor bespoke valve and actuation
packages.
Effective subsea valve and
actuator specification often benefits from
the early involvement of an experienced
manufacturer and through our new
literature we hope to provide some initial
guidance and advice to our customers.”

Tyco Valves & Controls

Tel: 01224 722562
Website: www.tycovalves-eu.com

Leeds Valve help Jersey Go Green
Leeds Valve is assisting
the Jersey Electricity
Company (JEC) and the
States of Jersey in a major
£105
million
Energy
from Waste project that
will provide clean, green
energy to the Jersey
Islanders.

One of the 60" bore butterfly valves
Looking down into the existing sea
water culvert

The project will see the out-dated
incinerator which gives off visible
emissions being replaced with a
new 10MW Energy from Waste
incinerator which will produce
electricity to run itself and power
10,000 homes.
As part of the project, JEC were
commissioned to provide cooling

www.safetysystemsuk.com

Pressure & Flame
Protection

water from the existing systems of La Collette power station. Leeds Valve,
which is a world leader in the manufacture and supply of butterfly valves
for niche applications, supplied JEC with a number of isolation valves to be
installed in the existing 45 year old sea water culvert system so that the
new cooling water system can be tapped off it.
To reduce system downtime and allow for interchangability each of the
non-standard 1.5M (5ft), 2.2 tonne butterfly valves were manufactured
to the original dimensions. Leeds Valve Technical Director George Burns
said: “Our expertise in manufacturing non-standard butterfly valves for
use in even the most challenging environments made Leeds Valve the ideal
partner for JEC on this project. JEC needed valves to fit their existing 60"
pipe work and the existing pits, so the valves had to be sized to exactly
meet these dimensional constraints. Our great strength lies in our ability
to supply competitively priced, custom-made butterfly valves that precisely
meet requirements.”
The valves, which are thought to be the biggest on the island, are capable
of shutting off a full-bore flow rate of 20,000m³/hour.
Each valve has been manufactured to meet the exacting requirements of
this application. They have double flanged bodies in ASTM A126 Class B
material, protected by a fully vulcanised rubber lining, which is machined
to give optimum interference for low torque and extended wear life. The
valve internals are in high-grade sea water resistant aluminium bronze.
The system has now been pressure tested and commissioned and is
to provide cooling water to the Energy from Waste plant for the next
25 years.








Leeds Valve

Tel: 0113 252 5051
Website: www.leeds-valve.com
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Rotork RC200
valve actuators
Croatian water treatment plant selects
Rotork RC200 valve actuators
Rotork RC200 series pneumatic actuators have
been installed for valve control and operation in
a new water treatment plant at the Sisak Power
Plant, south of Zagreb in Croatia.
The Croatian national power company Hrvatska Elektroprivreda
(HEP) has invested Euro 4 million in the new plant, which filters and
demineralises water from the nearby River Sava before it is used for
steam generation and media for the district heating system serving
the city of Sisak.
The water treatment capacity is approximately 130 cubic metres
an hour and the process is accurately controlled by RC200 valve
actuators equipped with E4L limit switch boxes. The actuated

Matthews Engineering
Training Ltd
ASME CERTIFICATED PRV TRAINING
TRTRAINING
COURSES
ASME-certificated
training courses
in PRV maintenance,
inspection and testing. Hands-on training programmes (2-4 days)
involve classroom instruction, stripdown/inspection exercises and
the use of PRV test equipment.

Practical PRV workshop training covering:
•
•
•
•
•
•

PRV theory and practice
Code requirements:
ASME/EN/API
PSSRs /inspection reporting/RBI
PRV stripdown and inspection
Lapping/flatness/surface finish
Body/leak and lift testing

Suitable for end-users/plant operators, inspection engineers and
contractors in all process/ petrochemical industries. Certificates issued
by ASME
Courses are held at various locations throughout the UK. New
locations for 2010 include CATCH centre, Immingham For
scheduled public course see the website below. Alternatively,
contact Cliff Matthews directly on enquiries@matthewstraining.co.uk, or telephone 07732 799351.

Rotork RC200 actuators in the filter area of
the new water treatment plant at Sisak.

valve packages were carefully selected
for
reasons
including
reliability,
environmental
considerations
and
overall cost effectiveness.
Rotork RC200 series actuators feature
a modern scotch yoke mechanism that
provides a high start and end torque
output in a very compact package.
Pistons are guided in two places by high
performance bearings which ensure
proper alignment and long seal life.
The RC200 design has the lowest
weight and the smallest external
dimensions of any pneumatic actuator
with an equivalent torque output. This
contributes to a compact, lightweight
and robust actuated valve package. In
addition, the design has less stroke
volume than comparable rack and pinion
actuators, providing a considerable
saving in the use of compressed air.

In-company PRV courses for up to 8 delegates are held
regularly at client’s sites.
Matthews Engineering Training Ltd is an Authorized global
training provider to The American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME)

www.matthews-training.co.uk
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Rotork Fluid Systems
Tel: 0113 205 7223
Website: www.rotork.com

SUPPORTING THE
POWER INDUSTRY

Conference & Exhibition
12 – 14 June 2012
KoelnMesse, Cologne, Germany

Now in its 20th edition, POWER-GEN Europe, the region’s largest electricity industry event, returns to
Cologne, Germany in June 2012. Co-located with Renewable Energy World Europe and Nuclear Power
Europe, the combined shows unite the entire spectrum of power generation under one roof.
Over three days, POWER-GEN Europe, Renewable Energy World Europe and Nuclear Power Europe will
include informative, insightful and thought-provoking multiple track conferences. These will cover strategic
and technical topics chosen and presented by industry practitioners themselves.
The tradeshow floor will feature leading international power industry companies from across the entire
sector demonstrating state of the art services, technologies, software and hardware.
With networking and information sharing opportunities second to none, POWER-GEN Europe, Renewable
Energy World Europe and Nuclear Power Europe 2012 are events not to be missed.
Please join us in Cologne for Europe’s largest power industry event.
To find out more about POWER-GEN Europe, Renewable Energy World Europe, and Nuclear Power Europe,
please log on to the event websites:
www.powergeneurope.com
www.renewableenergyworld-europe.com
www.nuclearpower-europe.com
Owned & Produced by:

Presented by:
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Pressure Tech is Going Places

Plenty of room to grow at Pressure Tech’s new home

Derbyshire-based regulator manufacturer
Pressure Tech is on the move, in more ways
than one. First, the rapidly-growing company
has outgrown its existing headquarters and
is moving into new, larger accommodation
across the same Glossop business park.

into. Our new premises ensures we make even more
impact in the market, and we welcome the opportunity
to show our customers around the new facility.”
Clearly, Pressure Tech has a winning formula. With
emerging markets and a growing reputation, the
future looks bright.

The company, who manufactures high
quality pressure regulators for the oil and gas
industry, moved on April 26th.
The larger premises also reflect the way Pressure Tech
is on the move business-wise. A £150k investment in
CNC machinery, extra staff, and a bulging order book
speak of a company that is really going places, and
the pressure on the current facility has become just
too great.
Pressure Tech designs, manufactures, assembles and
tests products in-house, and needs the extra space to
enable engineering and manufacturing teams to meet
customer’s needs even more efficiently.
Co-founded by managing Director Steve YorkeRobinson in 2000, Pressure Tech has seen ten years of
continued growth. Steve comments:
“There’s no secret to our success. Our products are
highly innovative and frequently outperform the
market leaders. Our core value is based on offering
engineered solutions and working closely with our
customers to meet their exact needs. We’ve outgrown
our existing unit and need the space to help implement
lean manufacturing, and provide further room to grow
74
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New CNC machinery being installed, part of a £150k
investment

Pressure Tech

Tel: 01457 899307
Website: www.pressure-tech.com
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Zoedale Expand Valve Range
Zoedale Plc is pleased to announce the expansion of the
highly successful Magnatrol Solenoid Valve range

Rotary Shaft Solenoid Valve

High Pressure Cartridge Valve

Emergency Shutoff Valve

Since it was established in 1976, Zoedale Plc has been recognised
in the UK solenoid valve market place for their extremely successful
cryogenic solenoid valves for liquid oxygen (-297°F), nitrogen
(-303°F) and argon (-320°F).
The highest care taken in the cryogenic manufacturing process
is applied across the complete range of these valves from the

6" Emergency Shutoff Valve

standard bronze water valves to the
full port steam solenoid valves and
specialist valves for brine. This and
the attention to detail required to
supply solenoid valves into the most
rigorous of environments has proved to
be an integral factor in their success in
application areas of extreme pressure,
temperature and media.
Building on the success of the standard
products (available in bronze and
stainless steel) Zoedale Plc now offers
an enhanced and diverse range of
Magnatrol products covering sizes up
to 6". High pressure applications up to
10,000 psi and rotary shaft-style valves,
including features such as Manual Reset
and Heat-Actuated Close functions
(valve closes with preset temperature),
are also available.
The special range also provides solenoid
valve solutions covering applications
including dirty, corrosive and viscous
fluids - historically ‘no go areas’ for
solenoid valves. Many of the new valves
are approved for Naval and Marine
applications covering the rigorous
testing standards required for shock
and vibration (MIL-S-901and MILSTD167-1).

Zoedale Plc

Tel: 01234 832832
Website: www.zoedale.co.uk
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Rotork Profibus DTM
Receives Certification
The Rotork Device Type Manager (DTM),
providing
enhanced
commissioning
and
asset
management
benefits
for Profibus-enabled Rotork valve
actuators, has received Certification
from the FDT Group.
The Rotork Profibus DTM works with Field Device
Tool (FDT) technology to provide customers with a
standard interface, independent of the communication
protocol and the software environment of either the
device or host system. End users have a single point
to access and manage data from multiple networks
using different protocols and containing equipment
from multiple vendors. It can be used with the
majority of Rotork actuator ranges, including IQPro,
CVA, Skilmatic SI/EH and ROMPak.
In addition to accessing configuration, parameterisation
and graphing for all supported actuator types
from the comfort of the control room or a laptop
computer, the DTM detects when it is connected to
the latest generation of IQPro Profibus actuators. It
then automatically displays the extended actuator
configuration data and allows for the downloading
of extensive logged data and complete actuator
configuration.
Benefits of the DTM include the elimination of trips
into the field to review, record or change actuator
configuration information, particularly if the actuators
are situated in remote, harsh or potentially dangerous
environments. The same applies to the collection of
data logger information that can be used for asset
management and to diagnose problems. Maintenance
can then be scheduled for the appropriate time,
avoiding costly and inconvenient interruptions to
plant operations. In addition, the DTM’s easy to use
common interface reduces the demand for training,
further contributing to the overall lowering of costs
and speeding up of plant processes facilitated by
Rotork’s DTM software.
Whilst FDT Group Certification signifies that the
Rotork Profibus DTM can work with systems from
all DCS manufacturers, Rotork has also invested in
interoperability testing with a selection of vendors
including ABB, Endress+Hauser, Honeywell, Ifak,
M&M Software, the Phoenix Contact Group and

The Rotork DTM Device Observation Screen, superimposed
on the Parameterization Screen

Yokogawa to confirm optimum performance in a wide
variety of applications.
Rotork is a member of the FDT Group and is committed
to continually improving and developing the capabilities
of this technology to provide customers with the
latest capabilities. Future plans include development
of Foundation Fieldbus and HART device DTMs to
complement the existing Profibus DTM which is now
available.
The Rotork DTM software, a new Rotork DTM
brochure and the FDT Certificate are all available for
free-of-charge download from the Rotork website, in
the Profibus literature section: www.rotork.com/en/
product/index/profibusliterature

Rotork Controls Ltd

Tel: 01225 733200
Website: www.rotork.com
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Emerson Appoints Excel as
Approved Repairer of Fisher® Valves
Excel to provide factory-specified,
workshop-based repairs using
genuine Fisher parts
Emerson Process Management has
recently appointed Excel Engineering
Services as an approved repairer of
Fisher® products for workshop-based
repairs.
Based in Whitburn, West
Lothian, Scotland, Excel specialises in
the repair and refurbishment of all types
of industrial valves, fully reconditioned
and tested to API 527 Standard.
Only companies that meet the highest technical, quality
and business standards are appointed as workshopbased approved repairers of Fisher products and each
company is subject to a stringent vetting process
and quality audit. As part of the scheme, technical
personnel from Excel have completed specialised
Fisher valve maintenance training and all repairs will
be completed to factory specifications using only
genuine Fisher parts.
As an approved repairer, engineers from Excel have
access to original Fisher factory specifications,
maintenance instructions and service reference
manuals, ensuring that repairs are completed to the
highest standards. The company is accredited to ISO
9001 and is an approved testing station.
Commenting on the appointment, Bob Burndred,
Emerson’s Manager, Fisher Repair Associates Europe
said, “We are delighted to appoint Excel Engineering
Services as an Approved Repairer. Their background
and experience makes them an ideal organisation
to become part of this important customer support
initiative.”

John Ogilvie at the Excel Engineering Services facility in
Whitburn, West Lothian

Excel Engineering Services Ltd

Tel: 01501 744588
Website: www.excelengineeringservices.co.uk

“Our extensive knowledge of valve types and
applications supported by a fully equipped workshop
and machine shop provides an ideal platform for
our appointment as an Approved Repairer of Fisher
valves,” said John Ogilvie, Operations Manager at
Excel Engineering Services.
Emerson will continue to provide on-site valve
services, including control valve diagnostic testing and
data analysis. These are part of Emerson’s extensive
PlantWeb™ services offering, enabling customers to
maximise the benefits they get from their investment
in process and control assets.
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Emerson Process Management
Tel: 0870 240 1978
Website: www.emersonprocess.co.uk

Looking for a valve automation supplier
with all the right answers?
It’s time you had a word with us.
Emerson offers the most comprehensive and proven valve automation portfolio
available anywhere, encompassing pneumatic, hydraulic, electric and gas-hydraulic
actuators and controls. By bringing together best-in-class brands such as
Bettis™, Dantorque™, El-O-Matic™, FieldQ™, Hytork™, Shafer™ and EIM ™, all
of your valve automation problems can be solved. See for yourself at
www.EmersonProcess.com/ValveAutomation

The Emerson logo is a trademark and a service mark of Emerson Electric Co. ©2011 Emerson Electric Company.
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PartnerSave - a new procurement
service for BVAA Members
In a two-part article Alan Kennedy of PartnerSave
explains a new overheads procurement programme
now available to Members of the BVAA.
The
PartnerSave Procurement programme has two
components with Part 1 looking at a new service
which manages larger and more frequent overhead
spends. Part 2 will present the second component
which provides a means of controlling smaller spends.

PART 1: The first part looks at the scope
for significant overhead savings when carried
out as part of a professionally managed
procurement programme.
In these tough economic times, just by surviving you
probably think you are running a tight ship. After all,
you’ve got systems in place; your heavily focused on
sales improvement and, crucially, you’ve got your key
costs under control.
But have you? Ask yourself what kind of profitability
impact there would be if you could reduce the
company’s general operating or non-strategic costs
by, say, 20% or more. Cost cutting might not seem
very exciting, but let’s think in terms of the additional
sales you would need to generate to achieve the same
bottom line result as a saving of 20% on your overhead
costs. If, for example you have total overhead costs of
£500,000 a 20% saving would be £100,000 - hardly an
insignificant addition to your bottom line. And, based
on a typical 8% profit margin, to achieve this saving, a
company would have to increase sales by £1.25million
to have the same positive impact on the bottom line.

Benchmarking
And yet, despite the obvious attractions, overhead cost
management is often ignored or overlooked, especially
when business is buoyant. The reasons for this are
manifold: the process can be difficult to manage;
cost-reduction initiatives are not always positively
received by staff, and tough-decisions can be required.
Furthermore, in today’s competitive business world
the buyer is often at a disadvantage. The seller often
possesses fundamental market knowledge that the
buyer does not have because of a lack of resources,
time and expertise. For example, one of the ways
you can get better prices is by getting better data finding out what other companies of comparable size
are paying for their products and services to allow
accurate benchmarking.

Benchmarking your costs allows
you to compare what you are
paying against your competitors
- you’ll often be surprised!
Even those businesses that are committed to removing
unnecessary costs and have initiated cost saving
programmes are unlikely to be achieving the most
favourable results. This is because they typically lack
critical knowledge of the marketplace and, indeed,
an understanding of their own buying patterns and
needs. And effective cost management is much
more than just identifying savings. It’s also about
how to measure, negotiate and sustain them over the
long-term.

“Most businesses overpay for general
overhead products and services by an
astounding average of 20 percent.”
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Expert help
So there are significant savings to be made but they
are not necessarily easy to achieve - which is where
expert help comes in. The BVAA has partnered with
PartnerSave to provide a professional procurement
management service to all its Members, large and
small. Last year PartnerSave helped more than a
1,000 organisations streamline their buying and shave
millions of pounds off their cost bases in areas such

as banking and finance, packaging, print, property
services, logistics, office and industrial supplies,
utilities, and waste disposal.

With professional
input from
specialists you
can quickly and
directly improve
your bottom line.

The new programme combines insider understanding
of industry pricing models, proprietary benchmark
data and proven negotiating skills to help organizations
find savings averaging 20%.

Every industry has its own pricing model that only
people with expertise in that particular industry fully
understand. Optimum savings can only be realised
when you understand the supplier’s marketing model,
what its margins are, and the diversity of prices being
paid by similar organisations for identical purchases.
No success - no cost
The PartnerSave Procurement programme focuses
on analysing spend to a fine level of detail and
investigating quality and service issues to identify
sources of savings and other supply improvements.
Category specialists provide strategic sourcing through
market knowledge and market testing, followed up
with ongoing supplier relationship management and
supply audits to ensure that savings are maintained.
And all this work is carried out on Success Fee basis
which means that payment for the service is through
sharing the savings achieved over the duration of
the assignment. And, since the service is free should
no savings be unearthed, the effective cost of using it
is zero.
You can’t get better value than that!

Heap and Partners,
Birkenhead

Don Bur Limited,
Stoke-on-Trent

Savings of up to 32.6% on energy costs

Savings of up to 37% on a wide range of
engineering and other consumables

The PartnerSave programme has been the subject
of a BVAA ‘pilot’ exercise with member Heap &
Partners of Birkenhead, specialists in fluid control
equipment. An analysis of the utilities spend at
their Birkenhead plant yielded Gas savings of
12.6% and Electricity savings of 32.6%. Savings
of 24.9% for gas at their Dukesway location
were also achieved.

“These savings would not have been achieved in
the same timescales with our own resources”
Rick Bloomfield, Financial Director

Doughty Engineering,
Ringwood
Finnveden Bulten Limited,
Scunthorpe

Savings of up to 49% on a range of distribution,
packaging, and industrial overhead categories

Savings of up to 51% totalling more than
£140,000 on a range of packaging, office and
utility overheads.

“I was very pleased with the savings Expense
Reduction Analysts have been able to achieve,
without compromising on quality or service to
our supply. I would not hesitate to recommend or
use them for future cost saving projects”
Julian Chiverton, Director

“We know that for each project Expense
Reduction Analysts have an expert in that
particular field and this re-assured us that they
would not sacrifice service levels in our search for
better pricing.”
Richard Dixon, Financial Director

BVAA Members can find out
more about the PartnerSave
scheme by contacting BVAA
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Expanding CVS’ Sales
Manager Under The Spotlight

Pictured from left to right: Mick Beavers, Managing Director, Control Valve Solutions with Mac Stevenson, new Sales Manager
at CVS’s Aberdeen workshop facility.

Control Valve Solutions’ 5 year growth
plan is on target following another set
of exceptional year end results. The
company continues to expand with more
staff for its ISO 9001:2008 accredited
workshops in Aberdeen including the
new role of Sales Manager as well as
a Senior Control Valve Engineer and a
Valve Apprentice.
Two months into the new position and CVS’ Sales
Manager, Mac Stevenson was put under the spotlight
by Rob Bartlett, Director & CEO at BVAA to talk
about his new role and shed some more light on CVS’
expansion plans to become one of the industry leaders
in the repair and overhaul of control valves and related
products in the North Sea oil and gas sector.
Rob - What attracted you to the position of Sales
Manager for CVS?
Mac - I saw very quickly that CVS was a forward
thinking company with very good growth. There is
a certain passion that surrounds CVS that is second
to none with regards to getting the job done. I feel
the CVS culture, the direction the company is headed
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in, is where I want to be. I see myself getting the
learning and the freedom I need to achieve my
professional goals.
Rob - Why did you choose CVS over and above
other companies you may have been offered
positions with?
Mac - Although I have worked for large corporates
in the past I felt with CVS that if you can make a
difference, it’s a big difference and that in itself is very
rewarding from a personal standpoint.
Rob - What makes CVS stand out for you?
Mac - Commitment to customer care and the desire
to get the job right first time. Some large companies
lose focus on what really matters but CVS will pay
attention to detail and give a good personal service
which seems to have been lacking in the Oil and Gas
industry in recent years.
Rob - What’s the best thing about your job now?
Mac - Face to face meetings with customers and
getting great feedback on jobs completed. It means
we are doing things right.

Rob - How have you been received by existing
clients?
Mac - Times have changed in recent years and to get in
front of clients when everyone has huge workloads is
no easy task. Existing clients have been very generous
to give me the time to introduce myself in person which
concretes the fact that if you pull out all the stops to
help a client they are more than happy for you to
get in front of them and give up some time in their
busy schedules.

Peter McKay, new Apprentice Valve Engineer at CVS’
Aberdeen workshop facility

grow we will move to get ever more specialized as
customers will increasingly seek customized products
and services. The coming decade will no doubt be
complex, volatile and uncertain, but it will also provide
many new opportunities for CVS to capitalise on in the
coming years.
Rob - What is the message you are trying to get
across to new customers?
Mike Guy, new Senior Control Valve Engineer

Rob - How have you been welcomed into the
company by the rest of the team?
Mac - It’s been great with good communication all
round. It’s very refreshing to see CVS taking on highly
experienced staff as well as trainees. Everyone seems
to gel which promotes good teamwork.
Rob - What do you think about CVS Manager?
Mac - Having used similar CRM type systems in the past
CVS Manager outshines all of them. CVS Manager™
is a bespoke in-house management system which has
been developed to allow CVS to manage its internal
workflow, customer asset data and its comprehensive
valve management offering. From a sales standpoint
tracking and recording every stage in the sales process
for each prospective client makes managing my work
a whole lot easier.
Rob - What does the future hold for CVS?
Mac - The future is very bright for CVS even in
uncertain times in the Oil and Gas industry. As we

Mac - For me the fact that we offer clients everything
they need for valves whether it is bespoke valve supply
through to on-site repairs with 24-hour mobilization.
This is all made possible by the team who work
with passion and pride, openness, honesty and total
commitment to give clients the smart solution for all
their valve needs.
Mick Beavers, Managing Director of Control Valve
Solutions commented on Mac’s new appointment
saying: “Mac is already proving to be a huge asset
to CVS with his in-depth knowledge of valves and
his practical experience on platforms throughout the
North Sea. The first quarter has started really well
and the whole team is really excited about our plans
for further expansion.”

Control Valve Solutions

Tel: 01224 583116
Website: www.controlvalvesolutions.co.uk
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Hardide Coatings appoints
Projects Manager to
assist diversification and
growth plans
Hardide Coatings has appointed Phil Lund as
projects manager to accelerate the conversion of
development projects across a range of industry
sectors into commercial sales.
Mr Lund will also undertake special projects to identify, research
and evaluate new markets and applications for the Hardide coating
technology. His role will complement the business development
team and enable it to focus on near term sales and existing account
management.
Mr Lund joins from speciality surface technology company Keronite
International where he worked for more than 10 years in a technical
and market development capacity. He is a degree level qualified
metallurgical engineer and has held metallurgical engineering,
chemist and senior roles in a range of industrial companies including

British Steel, Brent International
plc, Applied plc, Presutek Ltd and
Mecwash Systems.
Graham Hine, chief executive officer
of Hardide plc said: “Hardide has
a number of significant commercial
opportunities that require substantial
technical development work. Phil will
work closely with the technical director
to accelerate this process which is
fundamental to realising our strategy
to diversify Hardide’s customer and
sector base.
“Phil has an in-depth understanding
of advanced surface technology as
well as markets that we believe hold
considerable potential for the Hardide
technology. This is an important new
role that has been created to assist the
delivery of Hardide’s growth plans.”
Hardide Coatings has developed a range
of tungsten carbide-based precision
coatings that it manufactures and
applies to a wide range of engineering
components to reduce downtime and
extend part life. The Group’s patented
technology provides an unprecedented
combination
of
ultra-hardness,
toughness, low friction and chemical
resistance in one coating. Customers
include leading companies operating in
oil and gas exploration and production,
valve and pumps manufacturing,
general engineering and aerospace.

Hardide Coatings

Tel: 01869 353830
Website: www.hardide.com
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Economical High Temperature
Control Valves
Leeds Valve has established an
area where their low cost high
temperature valves meet a distinct
market need.
There are certain
applications where the fully rated
shut off capability associated with
metal seated high performance
valves is not required.

Standard Control Valve
with Integral Body Step

The control of low pressure high temperature
gases can be economically achieved using the
Leeds Valve swing clear and step seat design.
The low breakout and re-seat torque allows
the valve to be automated with small simple
actuators and can be used with lever operators
for trimming control.

Manufactured in cast high temperature materials the construction can utilise
alloys which would not readily be fabricated. Shafts, bearings and gland
packing are carefully selected to eliminate sticking and ensure the valves
operate smoothly at the elevated temperatures.
One of the most popular materials used by Leeds Valve is “Heat Resistant
Cast Iron”, cast iron with the addition of a small percentage of nickel and
chromium, allowing use up to 650°C.
Standard Control Valve with
Swing Clear Disc

RESSWELL
NEXT DAY DELIVERY

Where there may be corrosion problems high grade stainless steels and
specialist alloys like 37/18 Ni Cr can take the temperature up to 800°C.
Depending on temperature the swing clear and step seat valve can maintain
ANSI / FCI 70-2 class I to class III leakage adequate for low pressure gas
control. If the gases contain abrasive particles then disc, shaft and body can
be hard faced.
Using these materials and designs Leeds Valve have been successfully
supplying high temperature throttling valves for engine test rigs as back
pressure control valves and they are now being used by some of the leading
engine manufacturers in Europe.
Mainly wafer type, class 150# in sizes from 4" (including 5" & 9" ) to 16"
these valves are one of Leeds Valve ongoing successes and demonstrate
how, by designing butterfly valves for a specific service, Leeds Valve deliver
the most cost effective and technically sound solution.

Full PED Cat IV Certified
Proportional, High and Full
Lift Safety Relief Valves
Tel: +44(0)1952 580946
Fax: +44(0)1952 582546
www.dynafluid.com
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Leeds Valve

Tel: 0113 252 5051
Website: www.leeds-valve.com

Valve Training Courses

Huge
Discounts For
BVAA Members
“Good and pitched at right level”
Shaw Valves
“Very good with lots of experience
and knowledge” BP
“Professionally done”
British Energy
“Good - clear, concise and
knowledgeable”
Titanium International Ltd
“Friendly and funny, explained
concepts in laymen’s terms, making
the course easy to understand”
AMEC

These courses are a MUST for those involved in the
engineering industry who need to know more about valves
and actuators. BVAA valve courses are delivered by our
lecturers who have tremendous knowledge and experience
of the industry. The sessions always result in comments of the
highest praise.
Introduction to Valves
Monday, 3rd October
Banbury, £295+vat
Introduction to Valve Actuators
Tuesday, 4th October
Banbury, £295+vat
Control Valves
Wednesday, 5th October
Banbury, £295+vat
Safety Valves
Thursday, 6th October
Banbury, £295+vat
Safety Integrity Levels (SILs)
Friday, 7th October
Banbury, £155+vat

Managing Commercial Risk
Monday, 10th October
Banbury, £450+vat
PED & ATEX Directives
Tuesday, 11th October
Banbury, £295+vat
Basic Seals
Wednesday, 12th October
Banbury, £295+vat
Intermediate Seals
Thursday, 13th October
Banbury, £295+vat

New for 2011

Managing Commercial Risk
A one day training session designed to raise awareness of key
commercial risks and how to address them in practical terms.
Evaluating opportunities for level of risk, pricing, volumes,
specification and warranty, liabilities, intellectual property and
payment terms are among the topics covered.

Monday, 10 October 2011
£395 +VAT for members, £450 +VAT for non-members

For full details on each course, visit www.bvaa.org.uk/training
British Valve and Actuator Association Limited • 9 Manor Park • Banbury • Oxfordshire OX16 3TB
Telephone:+44 (0)1295 221270 Fax: +44 (0)1295 268965
Email: enquiry@bvaa.org.uk www.bvaa.org.uk SUMMER 2011
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Fax Back
01295 268965

BOOKING FORM

BVAA Training Courses – October 2011
Please complete the form and return to Karen Webb.
All training courses are one day duration.

For full details on each course, visit www.bvaa.org.uk/training
• Introduction to Valves: Members – £195.00, non-members – £295.00 – Monday, 3rd October
• Introduction to Valve Actuators: Members – £195.00, non-members – £295.00 – Tuesday, 4th October
• Control Valves: Members – £195.00, non-members – £295.00 – Wednesday, 5th October
• Safety Valves: Members – £195.00, non-members – £295.00 – Thursday, 6th October
• Safety Integrity Levels (SILs): Members – £90.00, non-members – £155.00 – Friday, 7th October
• Managing Commercial Risk: Members – £395.00, non-members – £450.00 – Monday, 10th October
• PED & ATEX Directives: Members – £195.00, non-members – £295.00 – Tuesday, 11th October
• Basic Seals: Members – £195.00, non-members – £295.00 – Wednesday, 12th October
• Intermediate Seals: Members – £195.00, non-members – £295.00 – Thursday, 13th October
Delegate Name:

Course Required:

Email:

Company Name:
Address:

Contact Name:

Contact No:

Email:
Payment Method (please tick) Cheque (enc)

Credit Card

Name on Card:
Total Amount:
Card No:
Expiry Date:

Maestro Issue No:

Signature:

3 Digit Security Code:

Card Type:

(Visa/Mastercard/Maestro/Visa Electron/Solo/JCB)

British Valve and Actuator Association Limited • 9 Manor Park • Banbury • Oxfordshire OX16 3TB
Telephone:+44 (0)1295 221270 Fax: +44 (0)1295 268965
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Nearly 50 years ago, BVAA published the very best

Valve & Actuator Users’ Manual...

“We are VERY
impressed with the
new User Manual.
The quality
and content is
excellent!”
I.M., Smith
Flow Control

“The User
Manual looks great,
BVAA obviously put
a huge amount of
effort into it.”
T.S., Rotork
Controls

... 50 years later, we still do!

Contact BVAA and order the latest 6th Edition today!
£49.50+p&p, £34.50+p&p for BVAA Members
British Valve & Actuator Association
9 Manor Park, Banbury, Oxfordshire OX16 3TB
Tel: 01295 221270 Fax: 01295 268965
Email: enquiry@bvaa.org.uk
www.bvaa.org.uk/usermanual.asp

Arc Energy Resources Company Profile
Arc Energy Resources is one of the
UK’s leading specialists in weld overlay
cladding services. This provides the ideal
solution against corrosion and wear for
the protection of valves and actuators,
as well as pipelines and other process
equipment.
The manufacturing infrastructure is qualified to ISO
9001:2008, ISO 3834-2 & ISO 14001:2004. The
company also holds ASME U&R stamp certificates of
authorisation, which qualifies it to clad components
destined for use on vessels built to ASME standard.
Fifteen workstations enable Arc Energy to conform
to the most stringent specifications imposed by the
industry. The company’s handling capacity is up to 15
tonnes, and bores ranging from 20mm to 4m can be
clad. A recent £1/2 million investment in two new
rotating head machines has extended the size and
scope of work the company can handle.
A wide range of base metal/cladding combinations
has been qualified to ASME IX, API 6A and NACE.
Typical weld overlay materials include inconel, 625,
825, monel, hastalloy, stainless steels as well as many
others. In addition, Arc Energy offers in-house test
weld, heat treatment, PMI and NDT facilities.
Managing director and European welding engineer,
Alan Robinson, has assembled a highly skilled team
able to deliver a quality service form enquiry through
to delivery and beyond.

Alan Robinson with a 24" valve requiring weld overlay
cladding

ARC Energy Resources Limited
Tel: 01453 823523
Website: www.arcenergy.co.uk

Whose Terminology?
A clearly defined and understood
language is an essential requirement
within any industry so that all participants
including manufacturers, engineering
consultants, purchasers, distributors,
users, installers and repairers can safely
and effectively communicate.
The valve industry in particular has a huge diversity
of products and applications. It is therefore important
that its language is defined, understood and used by
everyone working in the industry. But where do you
find those definitions?
Well, now there is an answer. The BVAA Valve &
Actuator Users’ Manual contains a whole chapter on
the subject of Terminology, covering topics such as
Valves and Valve Types, Valve Functions, Components,
Body Styles and Ends, and of course general valve
90
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“I don’t care where you found it, that’s not a 24inch
sub-sea valve!”

terms. Other chapters cover Valve History, Valve
Basics, industry standards and extensive chapters on
all types of valves, actuators and related subjects.
You
can
find
out
more
information
http://www.bvaa.org.uk/usermanual.asp
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NEED A SPECIFIC VALVE SIZE?
Our valves are not always provided ‘Off the Shelf’
Manufactured to measure services are available
Talk to our design & prototype department

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETRES UOS

±0.15

WHC

1/2” OVERPRESSURISATION
DEVICE (OPD) (TAMPER-PROOF)

HFUE287C-OPD-K-DT

MACHINE AT
REMOVE ALL SHARP EDGES AND BURRS
ALL DIAMETERS TO BE CONCENTRIC
SCREW THREADS TO BS.3643-6g/6H
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What do over 150 world class companies have in common?
DENHOLM VALVECARE LIMITED

30

JOHNSON
valves

BARRIE KIRKMAN

The British Valve & Actuator Association

Professional Support For The Process Flow Control Industry

9 Manor Park, Banbury, Oxon. OX16 3TB (UK) Tel: (0) 1295 221270 Fax: (0) 1295 268965

www.bvaa.org.uk

...Superb
Backing!

